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QUANTUM Q-SYSTEMS AND FERMIONIC SUMS – THE NON-SIMPLY
LACED CASE
MINGYAN SIMON LIN
Abstract. In this paper, we seek to prove the equality of the q-graded fermionic sums con-
jectured by Hatayama et al. [13] in its full generality, by extending the results of Di Francesco
and Kedem [9] to the non-simply laced case. To this end, we will derive explicit expressions
for the quantum Q-system relations, which are quantum cluster mutations that correspond
to the classical Q-system relations, and write the identity of the q-graded fermionic sums
as a constant term identity. As an application, we will show that these quantum Q-system
relations are consistent with the short exact sequence of the Feigin-Loktev fusion product of
Kirillov-Reshetikhin modules obtained by Chari and Venkatesh [5].
1. Introduction
Kirillov-Reshetikhin (KR-) modules of Yangians first appeared in [19]. These are cyclic,
finite-dimensional modules over the Yangian Y pgq of a simple Lie algebra g. Their g-
characters satisfy a family of functional relations known as the Q-system [19, 18], which
is a system of recurrence relations that comes from the fusion procedure for transfer matrices
in the generalized Heisenberg spin chains [21]. Moreover, Kirillov and Reshetikhin [19] gave
fermionic formulas for the multiplicities of an irreducible g-module in the tensor product of
KR-modules over the Yangian. In the same paper, Kirillov and Reshetikhin (and later gener-
alized by Hatayama et al. [13]) showed that these fermionic sums have a natural deformation
to the q-graded case, and this grading was defined combinatorially. It was conjectured by
Hatayama et al. [13], and proved shortly after by Kirillov et al. [20] that the q-grading arises
in the context of crystals of tensor products of KR-modules over Uqppslr`1q, by establishing a
bijection between rigged configurations and crystal paths in type A.
In a subsequent development, KR-modules over the quantum affine algebra Uqppgq were
defined for all types, and these modules are defined in terms of their Drinfeld polynomials
[3]. Later, Chari and Moura defined KR-modules for the current algebra grts in terms of gen-
erators and relations [4]. Morover, Hatayama et al. [13] showed that if the Uqpgq-characters
of the KR-modules over Uqppgq satisfy the Q-system relations, along with some other asymp-
totic conditions, then the multiplicity of an irreducible Uqpgq-module in a tensor product of
KR-modules over Uqppgq is expressed in terms of an extended fermionic sum. Subsequently,
Nakajima showed that the q-characters of the KR-modules over Uqppgq satisfy the T -system
relations in the simply-laced case [25], and Hernandez did the same for the non-simply laced
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case [14]. As the Q-system relations are obtained from the T -system relations by forget-
ting the dependence on the spectral parameters, it follows that the Uqpgq-characters of the
KR-modules over Uqppgq satisfy the Q-system relations.
In a separate development, Feigin and Loktev introduced a g-equivariant grading for the
tensor product of localized grts-modules [10], and subsequently it was shown in [1, 6] that the
graded multiplicity of an irreducible g-module in the Feigin-Loktev graded tensor product
[10] of KR-modules over grts, is given by the q-graded fermionic sums. A crucial ingredient
in this interpretation is the polynomiality property of the solutions of the Q-system [6].
Subsequently, Di Francesco and Kedem [7] showed that the polynomiality property is a
consequence of the cluster algebraic formulation of theQ-system relations. As cluster algebras
admit natural quantum deformations [2], they were able to use these quantum cluster algebras
to prove a conjecture of Hatayama et al. concerning the equality of q-graded fermionic sums
[13, Conjecture 4.3] in the simply-laced case.
In the present paper, we seek to extend the results in [9], and show that [13, Conjecture
4.3] holds in the non-simply laced case. More precisely, we will first derive the quantum Q-
system relations corresponding to the non-simply laced quantum Q-system cluster algebras.
By extending the tools and techniques in [6, 9], the results in the current paper, along with
that in [9], would show that [13, Conjecture 4.3] holds in its entire generality.
1.1. Main results. Let us summarize our results briefly. KR-modules over grts are parame-
terized by α P Ir (where Ir “ t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ru is the set of labels of the simple roots of g), m P Z`,
along with a non-zero localization parameter z P C˚, and they are denoted by KRα,mpzq. As
noted above, the g-characters of these KR-modules over grts satisfy the Q-system relations.
More precisely, if we let Qα,k “ ch res
grts
g KRα,kpzq for all α P Ir and k P Z`, then the Qα,k’s
satisfy the following relation for all α P Ir and k P N [19, 18]:
(1.1) Qα,k`1Qα,k´1 “ Q
2
α,k ´
ź
β„α
|Cαβ |´1ź
i“0
Qβ,ttβpk`iq{tαu.
Here, β „ α means that β is connected to α in the Dynkin diagram, Cαβ are the entries of the
Cartan matrix C of g, and tα are the integers that satisfy minαPIr tα “ 1 and Cαβtβ “ Cβαtα
for all α, β P Ir. As previously mentioned, the Q-system relations (1.1) could be interpreted
as cluster algebra mutations [16, 7]. As cluster algebras admit natural quantum deformations
[2], we can extract the corresponding quantum Q-system relations in the quantum Q-system
cluster algebra. More precisely, we have:
Theorem 1.1. The quantum Q-system relations for g are given by
q
1
δ
Λαα pQα,k`1 pQα,k´1 “ pQ2α,k´ :ź
β„α
|Cαβ |´1ź
i“0
pQβ,ttβpk`iq{tαu:,
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with commutation relations pQα,i pQβ,j “ q 1δ pΛβαi´Λαβjq pQβ,j pQα,i
for all α, β P Ir and i, j P Z such that pQα,i and pQβ,j are in the same quantum cluster.
Here, δ “ detpCq, Λαβ are the entries of the matrix δC
´1, and if y1, . . . , yk are pairwise
q-commuting elements with yiyj “ q
Cpyi,yjqyjyi, then the ordered product :y1y2 ¨ ¨ ¨ yk: is given
by
:y1y2 ¨ ¨ ¨ yk:“ q
´ 1
2
ř
1ďiăjďn Cpyi,yjqy1 ¨ ¨ ¨ yk.
Our next result concerns the identity of graded sums Mλ,npqq “ Nλ,npqq. To begin, we
let n “ pnα,iqαPIr,iPN be a vector of nonnegative integers that parameterizes a finite set of
KR-modules over grts, where nα,i is the number of KR-modules of type KRα,ipzq, and let F
˚
n
denote the corresponding Feigin-Loktev graded tensor product of KR-modules parameterized
by n equipped with a g-equivariant grading, which we will call the fusion product of KR-
modules parameterized by n. The graded components F˚nrms of F
˚
n are g-modules for all
m P Z`, and we define the generating function Mλ,npqq for the graded multiplicities of the
irreducible g-module V pλq (where λ is a dominant integral weight of g) in F˚n by
(1.2) Mλ,npqq “
8ÿ
m“0
dimHomgpF
˚
nrms, V pλqqq
m.
Here, HomgpF
˚
nrms, V pλqq denotes the space of g-equivariant maps from F
˚
nrms to V pλq. The
q-character χnpq; zq of F
˚
n is defined by
(1.3) χnpq; zq “
ÿ
λ
Mλ,npqq chz V pλq,
where the sum is over all dominant weights λ, and z “ pz1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , zrq with zα “ e
ωα , and ωα is
the fundamental weight corresponding to α for all α P Ir.
It was shown in [1, 6] that the graded multiplicities Mλ,npq
´1q could be given in terms
of a q-graded fermionic formula Mλ,npq
´1q. In order to define Mλ,npq
´1q precisely, we need
some extra notations. For any vector m “ pmα,iqαPIr ,iPN of nonnegative integers and α P Ir,
we define the total spin qα as follows:
(1.4) qα “ ℓα `
ÿ
βPIr ,jPN
jCαβmβ,j ´
8ÿ
j“1
jnα,j .
Next, for any α P Ir and i P N, we define the vacancy numbers pα,i and the quadratic form
Qpm,nq as follows:
pα,i “
8ÿ
j“1
minpi, jqnα,j ´
ÿ
βPIr,jPN
Cαβ
tα
minptαj, tβiqmβ,j ,(1.5)
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Qpm,nq “
1
2
ÿ
α,βPIr,i,jPN
Cαβ
tα
minptαj, tβiqmα,imβ,j ´
ÿ
αPIr ,i,jPN
minpi, jqmα,inα,j .(1.6)
The M-sum Mλ,npq
´1q [13, (4.3)] is then given by
(1.7) Mλ,npq
´1q “
ÿ
mě0
qα“0,pα,iě0
qQpm,nq
ź
αPIr ,iPN
„
mα,i ` pα,i
mα,i

q
,
where „
m` p
m

q
“
pqp`1; qq8pq
m`1; qq8
pq; qq8pqp`m`1; qq8
, pa; qq8 “
8ź
j“0
p1´ aqjq.
The N -sum [13, (4.16)] is defined similarly:
(1.8) Nλ,npq
´1q “
ÿ
mě0
qα“0
qQpm,nq
ź
αPIr ,iPN
„
mα,i ` pα,i
mα,i

q
.
Here, the N -sum differs from the M-sum in that the summands on the right hand side of
equation (1.8) are not bounded by the constraint pα,i ě 0.
In order to show that Mλ,npq
´1q “Mλ,npq
´1q, it suffices to show that Mλ,np1q “Mλ,np1q,
from which the desired identity would follow from the positivity of the q-graded sums. In
order to prove that the latter identity holds, it was necessary to show thatMλ,np1q “ Nλ,np1q,
which follows from [13, 25, 14], and then show that Mλ,np1q “ Nλ,np1q, which was shown
by Di Francesco and Kedem in [6]. Subsequently, Di Francesco and Kedem [9] showed that
Mλ,npq
´1q “ Nλ,npq
´1q in the simply-laced case. The main bulk of the paper is to show that
the last identity holds in the non-simply laced case as well:
Theorem 1.2. Let g be a non-simply laced simple Lie algebra, let λ be a dominant integral
weight of g, and n “ pnα,iqαPIr,iPN be a vector of nonnegative integers that parameterizes a
finite set of KR-modules over grts. Then we have
Mλ,npq
´1q “ Nλ,npq
´1q.
In fact, we will prove a slightly stronger statement in Section 4. As an immediate conse-
quence of Theorem 1.2, we will see in Section 4 that there exists a linear functional ρ from the
quantum Q-system cluster algebra to Crq, zs, that sends each ordered product pPn of quantum
Q-system variables to its corresponding q-character χnpq; zq. Here, the ordered product pPn
of quantum Q-system variables is given by
(1.9)pPn “ ź
αPΠ‚
pQnα,1α,1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ź
αPΠ‚
pQnα,tα´1α,tα´1 ź
αPIr
pQnα,tαα,tα ź
αPΠ‚
pQnα,tα`1α,tα`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ź
αPΠ‚
pQnα,2tα´1α,2tα´1 ź
αPIr
pQnα,2tαα,2tα ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
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where Π‚ is the subset of Ir whose indices correspond to short simple roots of g. Here, we
remark that in the case where g is simply-laced, we have
pPn “ ź
αPIr
pQnα,1α,1 ź
αPIr
pQnα,α,2 ź
αPIr
pQnα,3α,3 ¨ ¨ ¨ .
Our final result concerns an identity of graded characters of fusion product of KR-modules
over grts that extend (1.1):
Theorem 1.3. Let
Kα,m “
â
β„α
|Cα,β |´1â
i“0
KR
β,
Z
tβpm`iq
tα
^
for all α P Ir and m P Z`, and let K
‹
α,m be the fusion product corresponding to the tensor
product Kα,m of KR-modules over grts. Then the graded characters of the fusion products of
the KR-modules satisfy the following identity for all α P Ir and m P N:
chqKRα,m`1 ‹KRα,m´1 “ chqKRα,m ‹KRα,m´q
m chqK
‹
α,m.
Here, we briefly remark that a stronger version of Theorem 1.3 was proved by Chari and
Venkatesh in [5] for special cases. More precisely, they showed that there exists a short
exact sequence of fusion product of KR-modules that extends the Q-system relations (1.1)
in certain cases, which we will explain in detail at the end of Section 5.
The paper is organized as follows: we will first review some properties of the KR-modules
over the current algebra and the Feigin-Loktev fusion product in Section 2. We will then
review the construction of the Q-system cluster algebras in Section 3, and derive the quantum
Q-system relations for all simple Lie algebras. In Section 4, we will define the restricted
versions of the M- and N -sums Mλ,npq
´1q and Nλ,npq
´1q, and introduce quantum generating
functions in the non-simply laced case that specializes to the N -sum. We will then prove
factorization properties of these generating functions analogous to those in [6, 9], and use
these factorization properties, along with the Laurent polynomiality property of the solutions
of the quantum Q-system, to prove the identity Mλ,npq
´1q “ Nλ,npq
´1q in the non-simply
laced case. As an immediate consequence, we will use the identity to prove Theorem 1.3 in
Section 5.
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2. Graded tensor products of cyclic modules over the current algebra
2.1. Preliminaries. Let g be a simple complex Lie algebra of rank r, and let Ir “ t1, . . . , ru
be labels of the simple roots of g. Let C denote the Cartan matrix of g, tα (α P Ir) be the
integers that satisfy tβCαβ “ tαCβα for all α, β P Ir, and t0 “ maxαPIr tα. Then we have
‚ Π˝ “ ti P Ir | i corresponds to a long root of gu;
‚ Π‚ “ ti P Ir | i corresponds to a short root of gu.
The following table lists all simple Lie algebras g and their corresponding t0, Π˝ and Π‚:
g t0 Π˝ Π‚
Ar, Drpr ě 4q, E6, E7, E8 1 Ir ∅
Brpr ě 2q 2 t1, . . . , r ´ 1u tru
Crpr ě 3q 2 tru t1, . . . , r ´ 1u
F4 2 t1, 2u t3, 4u
G2 3 t1u t2u
We note that we have Ir “ Π˝ \ Π‚, tα “ 1 and tβ “ t0 for all α P Π˝ and β P Π‚.
In additition, we will also let γ “ r, r ´ 1, 2, 1 for g “ Br, Cr, F4 and G2 respectively, and
γ1 “ r ´ 1, r, 3, 2 for g “ Br, Cr, F4 and G2 respectively.
2.2. KR-modules. While the KR-modules over the Yangian or the quantum affine algebra
are defined in terms of their Drinfeld polynomials, the KR-modules over the current algebra
grts “ g b Crts are defined in terms of generators and relations [4, 17]. These modules are
parameterized by a non-zero z P C˚ (which we call the localization parameter), α P Ir, and
m P Z`, and the corresponding KR-module over grts is denoted KRα,mpzq.
When g is of type A, we have KRα,mpzq – V pmωαq as g-modules, so KR-modules over
slr`1rts are irreducible as slr`1-modules. In general, KR-modules over grts need not be
irreducible as g-modules. However, the direct sum decomposition of KRα,mpzq into irreducible
g-modules has the following form [3]:
KRα,mpzq – V pmωαq ‘
˜ à
µămωα
V pµq‘mµ
¸
,
where ă is the usual dominance partial ordering on P . This decomposition immediately
implies that KRα,mpzq is a highest weight g-module with highest weight mωα.
2.3. The Feigin-Loktev fusion product. Let V1, . . . , VN be cyclic grts-modules with cyclic
vectors v1, . . . , vN respectively, and let z1, . . . , zN P C be pairwise distinct non-zero localiza-
tion parameters. It was shown by Feigin and Loktev in [10] the tensor product V1pz1q b
¨ ¨ ¨ b VNpzN q is generated by action of grts the tensor product v1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b vN of cyclic vec-
tors v1, . . . , vN . Hence, they were able to introduce a g-equivariant grading on the tensor
product V1pz1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b VNpzNq. This tensor product of localized grts-modules, along with
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the g-equivariant grading, is called the Feigin-Loktev fusion product [10]. By definition, the
fusion product is commutative.
In general, the fusion product of cyclic grts-modules depends on the choice of the local-
ization parameters. However, it was conjectured by Feigin and Loktev in [10] and proved
in [1, 6], that the fusion product is independent of the localization parameters when the
constituent modules involved are of Kirillov-Reshetikhin type. Hence, we can suppress the
localization parameters, and parameterize the fusion product of KR-modules by a vector
n “ pnα,iqαPIr ,iPN, where nα,i is the number of KR-modules of type KRα,i.
3. Quantum Q-systems
3.1. Q-systems and cluster algebras. We note that any solution of the Q-system (1.1)
could be expressed as a function of initial data consisting of special subsets of 2r elements
from tQα,k | α P Ir, k P Zu. An important example of an initial data for the Q-system is the
components of the following vector
y~0 “ pQα,0, Qα,1qαPIr .
More generally, we let ~sk “ pktαqαPIr for all k P Z. Then the components of the following
vector
(3.1) y~sk “ pQα,ktα , Qα,ktα`1qαPIr
form a valid set of initial data for the Q-system. We call y~sk the k-th fundamental initial
data for the Q-system.
Definition 3.1. Let ~m “ pmαqαPIr be a vector with integer components. We say that ~m is
a generalized Motzkin path if
(3.2) ´minptα, tβq ď tαmβ ´ tβmα ď maxptα, tβq
whenever Cαβ “ ´1.
Example 3.2. An important example of a generalized Motzkin path is the vector ~sk “
pktαqαPIr .
Example 3.3. Let g be of type B3. Then it is easy to verify that the vector p´1, 0, 2q is a
generalized Motzkin path.
In general, a valid set of initial data for the Q-system is determined by a generalized
Motzkin path:
Lemma 3.4. Let ~m be a generalized Motzkin path, and y~m “ pQα,mα , Qα,mα`1qαPIr . Then
the components of y~m constitute a valid set of initial data for the Q-system.
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It was shown by Di Francesco and Kedem in [7] that the Q-system relations could be
realized as cluster algebra mutations. While the cluster algebra mutation relations are written
without any subtractions [11], the RHS of the Q-system relations (1.1) is written with a
subtraction. To avoid the use of cluster algebras with coefficients (as in the Appendix of [7]),
we would need to normalize our Q-system relations accordingly. Following [7, Lemma 2.1],
we let µα “
ř
βPIr
pC´1qβ,α, ǫα “ e
iπµα and Rα,k “ ǫαQα,k for all α P Ir and k P Z. Then it
follows that the normalized variables Rα,k satisfy the following relation:
(3.3) Rα,k`1Rα,k´1 “ R
2
α,k `
ź
β„α
|Cαβ |´1ź
i“0
Rβ,ttβpk`iq{tαu,
We will thereby refer to (3.3) as the normalized Q-system for g.
The cluster algebra associated to the normalized Q-system (3.3) for g is defined from the
initial cluster pxr0s, Bq, where xr0s “ pR1,0, R2,0, . . . , Rr,0, R1,1, . . . , Rr,1q, and
(3.4) B “
ˆ
Ct ´ C ´Ct
C 0
˙
.
In fact, more is true:
Theorem 3.5 (Theorems 3.1, 3.4, 3.12, and Lemma 3.10, [7]). There exists a cluster graph
Gg, which includes all nodes pxrks, Bq and pxrk
1s,´Bq labeled by k P Z`, with the clusters
xrks and xrk1s defined as follows:
xrks “ pR1,2t1k, R2,2t2k, . . . , Rr,2trk, R1,2t1k`1, . . . , Rr,2trk`1q,
xrk1s “ pR1,2t1k, R2,2t2k, . . . , Rr,2trk, R1,2t1k´1, . . . , Rr,2trk´1q
and mutation matrix B defined as in (3.4), such that all cluster algebra mutations in the
graph Gg are normalized Q-system relations (3.3).
3.2. Quantum Q-systems. The quantum Q-system relations were first defined for type A
in [8], and subsequently for all simply-laced g in [9]. Our goal in this subsection is to do the
same for all non-simply laced g. In order to define these quantum Q-system relations, we
would first need to recall the definition of a quantum cluster algebra [2].
Let us fix a positive integerm (the rank of the quantum cluster algebra), and a non-singular
skew-symmetric mˆm matrix integer B. Let rΛ be a mˆm integer matrix that satisfies the
following compatibility relation with the exchange matrix B for some positive integer δ:
BrΛ “ ´δI,
and let T be the Zrν˘1{2s-algebra with generators X1, X2, . . . , Xm and relations
(3.5) XiXj “ ν
rΛijXjXi, i, j “ 1, . . . , m.
In addition, we will also let F be the skew-field of fractions of T .
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Next, for any pairwise ν-commuting elements y1, y2, . . . , yk P F with
(3.6) yiyj “ ν
Cpyi,yjqyjyi
for any i, j P t1, . . . , ku, we define the ordered product :y1y2 ¨ ¨ ¨ yk: as follows:
(3.7) :y1y2 ¨ ¨ ¨ yk:“ ν
1
2
ř
iąj Cpyi,yjqy1y2 ¨ ¨ ¨ yk.
Then it is clear that the ordered product :¨: is associative and commutative, so we may write
:
śk
i“1 yi: or :
ś
iPr1,ks yi: in lieu of :y1y2 ¨ ¨ ¨ yk:.
We are now ready to define the quantum analogue of mutations. The quantum mutations µi
act in the same way on the exchange matrix B as in the classical case. We write µipXjq “ Xj
if j ‰ i, and
(3.8) µipXiq “:
mź
j“1
X
´δji`rBjis`
j : ` :
mź
j“1
X
´δji`r´Bjis`
j :,
where rns` “ maxpn, 0q.
We are now ready to describe the quantum cluster algebra associated to the exchange
matrix B defined in equation (3.4). To this end, we let
(3.9) Λ “ δC´1, δ “ detpCq,
and
(3.10) rΛ “ ˆ 0 ´Λ
Λt Λt ´ Λ
˙
,
so that we have BrΛ “ ´δI. Then it follows from equation (3.5) that the quantum cluster
algebra associated to B is a noncommutative algebra generated by the variables Xr0s “
p pR1,0, pR2,0, . . . , pRr,0, pR1,1, . . . , pRr,1q, subject to the following commutation relations:
(3.11) pRα,i pRβ,j “ νΛβαi´Λαβj pRβ,j pRα,i, α, β P Ir, i, j P t0, 1u.
In addition, we will also let pRα,i denote the quantum cluster variable in the quantum cluster
algebra associated to B that corresponds to Rα,i for all α P Ir and i P Z.
The remainder of this subsection is devoted to deriving the normalized quantum Q-system
relations, by deriving the quantum cluster algebra mutations that correspond to the normal-
izedQ-system relations (3.3). To this end, we first observe that each generalized Motzkin path
corresponds to a cluster in the cluster algebra corresponding to the normalized Q-system. In
particular, it follows from inequality (3.2) that if
(3.12) |tαj ´ tβi| ď tα ` tβ ´minptα, tβqδαβ ,
then the variables pRα,i and pRβ,j are in the same quantum cluster, and hence they ν-commute.
Therefore, the quantum cluster algebra mutations corresponding to (3.3) has the following
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form:
pRα,k`1 “: pR´1α,k´1 pR2α,k: ` : pR´1α,k´1 ź
β„α
|Cαβ |´1ź
i“0
pRβ,ttβ pk`iq{tαu:,(3.13)
pRα,k´1 “: pR´1α,k`1 pR2α,k: ` : pR´1α,k`1 ź
β„α
|Cαβ |´1ź
i“0
pRβ,ttβ pk`iq{tαu: .(3.14)
Using the fact that BrΛ “ ´δI, it follows from equation (3.13) that the normalized quantum
Q-system relations for g are given by
(3.15) ν´Λαα pRα,k`1 pRα,k´1 “ pR2α,k ` ν´ δ2 :ź
β„α
|Cαβ |´1ź
i“0
pRβ,ttβpk`iq{tαu: .
In addition to the normalized quantum Q-system relations for g (3.15), we would also need
to know the relevant commutation relations that are satisfied by the normalized quantum
Q-system variables pRα,i:
Lemma 3.6. Let ~m is a generalized Motzkin path (3.2). Then within each valid initial
data set p pRα,mα , pRα,mα`1qαPIr , the normalized quantum Q-system variables pRα,i satisfy the
following commutation relations:
(3.16) pRα,i pRβ,j “ νΛβαi´Λαβj pRβ,j pRα,i.
Proof. The following proof of (3.16) uses the same strategy as in the proof of [7, Lemma 3.2],
where the commutation relations (3.16) are proved in the simply laced case. We will first
show that (3.16) holds in the case where
(3.17) |tαj ´ tβi| ď maxptα, tβq.
Firstly, it follows from Theorem 3.5 and equation (3.10) that (3.16) holds whenever we have
α, β P Π˝ and |i ´ j| ď 1, and in the case where α P Π˝, β P Π‚, we have the following
commutation relations for all k P Z, i “ 0,˘1 and j “ ˘pt0 ´ 1q,˘t0:pRα,2k pRβ,2t0k`i “ ν´iΛαβ pRβ,2t0k`i pRα,2k, and(3.18) pRα,2k`1 pRβ,t0p2k`1q`j “ ν´jΛαβ pRβ,t0p2k`1q`j pRα,2k`1.(3.19)
Let pTα,k “ pR´2α,k :ź
β„α
|Cαβ |´1ź
i“0
pRβ,ttβpk`iq{tαu:
and
cα,k “ C
´ pRα,k, pR´1α,k´1¯´ 12 ÿ
β„α
|Cαβ |´1ÿ
i“0
C
´ pRβ,ttβpk`iq{tαu, pR´1α,k´1¯
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for all α P Ir and k P Z. Then it follows that equation (3.13) could be rewritten aspRα,k`1 “ ν´Cp pRα,k, pR´1α,k´1q pR2α,kp1` νcα,kpTα,kq pR´1α,k´1.
Thus, in order to show that the commutation relation (3.18) holds for i “ 2, it suffices to
show that pRα,2k commutes with pTβ,2t0k`1. Using the fact that Cp pRα,2k, pRω,2k`iq “ ´iΛαω for
all ω P Π˝ and i P t0, 1u, and Cp pRα,2k, pRω,2t0k`1q “ ´Λαω for all ω P Π‚, it follows that we
have
C
´ pRα,2k, pRω,ttωp2t0k`1q{tβu ¨ ¨ ¨ pRω,ttωp2t0k`|Cβω|q{tβu¯ “ ´Λαω “ ΛαωCωβ
for all ω „ β. As we have C
´ pRα,2k, pR´2β,2t0k`1¯ “ 2Λαβ “ ΛαβCββ, it follows that we have
C
´ pRα,2k, pTβ,2t0k`1¯ “ ΛαβCββ ` ÿ
ω„β
ΛαωCωβ “
ÿ
ωPIr
ΛαωCωβ “ 0,
where the last equality follows from the fact that ΛC “ δI. So this shows that pRα,2k commutes
with pTβ,2t0k`1, and hence (3.18) holds for i “ 2. By repeating the argument as before (and
using equation (3.14) where necessary), it follows that the commutation relations (3.18) and
(3.19) hold for all |i|, |j| ď t0. Consequently, the commutation relations (3.16) hold whenever
inequality (3.17) is satisfied, in the case where either α P Π˝, β P Π‚ or α P Π‚, β P Π˝. The
same argument above would also imply that the commutation relations (3.16) hold whenever
inequality (3.17) is satisfied, in the case where α, β P Π‚.
Finally, to obtain the rest of the commutation relations, we will proceed by induction on
either |i´ j| (in the case where either α, β P Π˝ or α, β P Π‚), or |tαj´ tβi| (in the case where
either α P Π˝, β P Π‚ or α P Π‚, β P Π˝), and repeat the same argument as before, with
the base case(s) following from the fact that the commutation relations (3.16) hold whenever
inequality (3.17) is satisfied. 
Having obtained the normalized quantum Q-system relations for g, we will now proceed to
renormalize (3.15) to obtain the quantum Q-system relations for g. We let aα “
1
2
ř
βPIr
Λαβ
and pQα,k “ ǫ´1α νaα pRα,k for all α P Ir and k P Z. Then it follows from (3.15) that we have
(3.20) ν´Λαα pQα,k`1 pQα,k´1 “ pQ2α,k´ :ź
β„α
|Cαβ |´1ź
i“0
pQβ,ttβpk`iq{tαu:
for all α P Ir and k P Z. We will thereby refer to (3.20) as the quantum Q-system for g.
Remark. The quantum Q-system variables pQα,k also satisfy the same commutation relations
(3.16) (with the pRα,k’s replaced by pQα,k
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For latter convenience, we will let
(3.21) pYα,k “ pQ´2α,k :ź
β„α
|Cαβ |´1ź
i“0
pQβ,ttβpk`iq{tαu:
for all α P Ir and k P Z. Then the quantum Q-system relations (3.20) is equivalent to
(3.22) ν´Λαα pQα,k`1 pQα,k´1 “ pQ2α,kp1´ pYα,kq.
We will conclude this section with a technical lemma, which will come in handy in the
factorization of the quantum generating functions that we will introduce in the next section:
Lemma 3.7. Let pZα,k “ pQα,k pQ´1α,k`1 for all α P Ir and k P Z. Then for all distinct α, β P Ir,
i P Z and |p| ď t0, we have:
(1) pZβ,i commutes with pZα,i and pZα,i´1 whenever α, β P Π˝ or α, β P Π‚,
(2) pZβ,i commutes with pZα,t0i`p whenever α P Π‚ and β P Π˝,
(3) pQβ,i`2 commutes with pZ´1α,i pZα,i`1 whenever α, β P Π˝ or α, β P Π‚,
(4) pQβ,t0i`1 commutes with pZ´1α,i´1 pZα,i whenever α P Π˝ and β P Π‚,
(5) pQβ,i commutes with pZ´1α,t0i´2 pZα,t0i´1 and pZ´1α,t0i pZα,t0i`1 whenever α P Π‚ and β P Π˝,
(6) pQβ,i commutes with pYα,i`1 whenever α, β P Π˝ or α, β P Π‚,
(7) pQβ,t0i´1 commutes with pYα,i whenever α P Π˝ and β P Π‚,
(8) pQβ,i commutes with pYα,t0i`p whenever α P Π‚ and β P Π˝.
We shall omit the proof of Lemma 3.7, as all statements follow readily from Lemma 3.6
(and using inequality (3.12)) where necessary.
Similar to the classical case, the cluster variables in any quantum cluster algebra satisfy
a Laurent property. As the quantum Q-system relations are obtained from the quantum
Q-system cluster algebras, it follows that the solutions of the quantum Q-system inherit this
Laurent property as well:
Lemma 3.8. For any generalized Motzkin path ~m, α P Ir and i P Z, pQα,i could be expressed
as a (non-commutative) Laurent polynomial in the initial data Y~m “ p pQα,mα , pQα,mα`1qαPIr
with coefficients in Zrν˘1{2s.
4. The graded tensor product multiplicities and the quantum Q-system:
the non-simply laced case
Our goal in this section is to show that Theorem 1.2 holds. As in [6, 9], we will prove a
slightly stronger statement, where we fix a positive integer k, and restrict the sums Mλ,npq
´1q
and Nλ,npq
´1q to the m’s that satisfy mα,i “ 0 for all α P Ir and i ą tαk, and show that
these restricted sums are equal to each other. The equality Mλ,npq
´1q “ Nλ,npq
´1q would
subsequently follow when k is sufficiently large.
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4.1. The restricted M- and N-sums. Throughout this section, we will assume that g is
non-simply laced unless otherwise stated. Let us fix a vector n “ pnα,iqαPIr ,iPN of nonnegative
integers that parameterizes a finite set of KR-modules over grts, and a dominant integral
weight λ “
ř
αPIr
ℓαωα of g, and a positive integer k. For latter convenience, we will let ℓ
denote the vector pℓαqαPIr , and n
pjq denote the vector pnα,iqαPIr ,iątαj. Also, for any j, p P Z`
satisfying 0 ď j ď k and p ă t0, we let J
pj,pq
g be the following indexing set:
J pj,pqg “ tpα, iq | α P Ir, j ` 1 ď i ď k pα P Π˝q, t0j ` p` 1 ď i ď t0k pα P Π‚qu.
For any vector m “ pmα,iqpα,iqPJp0,0qg of nonnegative integers and any α P Ir, we define the
restricted total spin qα,0 as follows:
(4.1) qα,0 “ ℓα `
ÿ
pβ,jqPJ
p0,0q
g
jCαβmβ,j ´
tαkÿ
j“1
jnα,j .
Next, for any pα, iq P J
p0,0q
g , we define the restricted vacancy numbers pα,i and the restricted
quadratic form Qkpm,nq as follows:
pα,i “
tαkÿ
j“1
minpi, jqnα,j ´
ÿ
pβ,jqPJ
p0,0q
g
Cαβ
tα
minptαj, tβiqmβ,j ,(4.2)
Qkpm,nq “
1
2
ÿ
pα,iq,pβ,jqPJ
p0,0q
g
Cαβ
tα
minptαj, tβiqmα,imβ,j ´
ÿ
αPIr
tαkÿ
i,j“1
minpi, jqmα,inα,j.(4.3)
The restricted M- and N - sums M
pkq
λ,npq
´1q and N
pkq
λ,npq
´1q are then defined as follows:
M
pkq
λ,npq
´1q “
ÿ
mě0
qα,0“0,pα,iě0
qQkpm,nq
ź
pα,iqPJ
p0,0q
g
„
mα,i ` pα,i
mα,i

q
, and(4.4)
N
pkq
λ,npq
´1q “
ÿ
mě0
qα,0“0
qQkpm,nq
ź
pα,iqPJ
p0,0q
g
„
mα,i ` pα,i
mα,i

q
.(4.5)
We note that the integers qα,0 were introduced for the purpose of imposing the restriction on
the summation variables.
The rest of the section is devoted to proving the following theorem:
Theorem 4.1. Let λ be a dominant integral weight of g, n “ pnα,iqαPIr ,iPN be a vector of
nonnegative integers that parameterizes a finite set of KR-modules over grts, and k be a
positive integer. Then we have
M
pkq
λ,npq
´1q “ N
pkq
λ,npq
´1q.
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The broad strategy in proving Theorem 4.1, which we will explain in detail in the subse-
quent subsections, is as follows: firstly, we will define quantum generating functions whose
“constant term evaluation” is equal to N
pkq
λ,npq
´1q up to a constant depending on n. The
next step is to show that the terms in the summation with negative pα,i for some α P Ir,
1 ď i ď tαk, do not contribute to the constant term evaluation, from which we have
M
pkq
λ,npq
´1q “ N
pkq
λ,npq
´1q.
4.2. The quantum generating functions. Firstly, we define the modified restricted va-
cancy numbers qα,i for all α P Ir and 1 ď i ď tαk as follows:
qα,i “ pα,i ` qα,0
“ ℓα `
ÿ
pβ,jqPJ
p0,0q
g :
tαjątβi
Cαβ
tα
ptαj ´ tβiqmβ,j ´
tαkÿ
j“i`1
pj ´ iqnα,j .(4.6)
The equation (4.6) could be written in a more explicit manner as follows: for all α P Π˝ and
0 ď i ď k, we have
(4.7) qα,i “ ℓα `
kÿ
j“i`1
pj ´ iq
˜ÿ
βPΠ˝
Cαβmβ,j ´ nα,j
¸
`
t0kÿ
j“t0i`1
pj ´ t0iq
ÿ
ωPΠ‚
Cαωmω,j ,
and for all β P Π‚ and 0 ď i ď t0k, we have
(4.8) qβ,i “ ℓβ `
t0kÿ
j“i`1
pj ´ iq
˜ ÿ
αPΠ‚
Cβαmα,j ´ nβ,j
¸
`
kÿ
j“
Y
i
t0
]
`1
pt0j ´ iq
ÿ
ωPΠ˝
Cωβmω,j .
In order to facilitate the definition of the quantum generating functions that arise from partial
summations, we will need to make a few extra definitions below the fold. We first observe
that for all α P Π˝ and 0 ď i ă k, the conditions pβ, jq P J
p0,0q
g and tαj ą tβi is equivalent to
the condition pβ, jq P J
pi,0q
g , that is, equation (4.7) is equivalent to
(4.9) qα,i “ ℓα `
ÿ
pβ,jqPJ
pi,0q
g
Cαβ
tα
ptαj ´ tβiqmβ,j ´
tαkÿ
j“i`1
pj ´ iqnα,j .
This leads to the following definition of the “intermediate” modified vacancy numbers q
ppq
α,i
for all α P Π˝, 0 ď i ă k and 0 ă p ă t0:
(4.10) q
ppq
α,i “ ℓα `
ÿ
pβ,jqPJ
pi,pq
g
Cαβ
tα
ptαj ´ tβiqmβ,j ´
tαkÿ
j“i`1
pj ´ iqnα,j .
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As before, the equation (4.10) could be written explicitly as follows:
(4.11) q
ppq
α,i “ ℓα `
kÿ
j“i`1
pj ´ iq
˜ÿ
βPΠ˝
Cαβmβ,j ´ nα,j
¸
`
t0kÿ
j“t0i`p`1
pj ´ t0iq
ÿ
ωPΠ‚
Cαωmω,j .
As in [9], our first step is to rewrite Qkpm,nq in terms of the modified vacancy numbers
qα,i. To this end, we will first need a few notations. Given any vector v “ pvα,iqpα,iqPJp0,0qg
of non-negative integers, we let v˝i “ pvα,iqαPΠ˝ , v
‚
i “ pvα,iqαPΠ‚ and vi “ pvα,tαiqαPIr . Also,
we let ℓ˝ “ pℓαqαPΠ˝ , ℓ
‚ “ pℓ‚qαPΠ˝ and q
˝,ppq
i denote the vector pq
ppq
α,iqαPΠ˝ for all non-negative
integers i ă k and 0 ă p ă t0.
Next, we let C˝ “ pCαβqα,βPΠ˝ , C
‚ “ pCαβqα,βPΠ‚ , D “ pCαβqαPΠ˝,βPΠ‚ , Λ
˝ “ pΛαβqα,βPΠ˝,
Λ‚ “ pΛαβqα,βPΠ‚ , and A “ pΛαβqαPΠ˝,βPΠ‚ . Then it is easy to see (up to a rearrangement of
the rows and columns of C and Λ in the case where g is of type C) that the matrices C and
Λ has the following block form:
(4.12) C “
ˆ
C˝ D
t0D
t C‚
˙
, Λ “
ˆ
Λ˝ A
t0A
t Λ‚
˙
.
We are now ready to rewrite Qkpm,nq in terms of the qα,i’s:
Lemma 4.2. Let m “ pmα,iqpα,iqPJp0,0qg ,n “ pnα,iqpα,iqPJp0,0qg be vectors of nonnegative integers.
Then we have
Qkpm,nq “
1
2δ
«
kÿ
j“1
rpq˝j´1 ´ q
˝
j q ¨ Λ
˝pq˝j´1 ´ q
˝
j q ` 2pq
˝
j´1 ´ q
˝
j q ¨Apq
‚
t0pj´1q
´ q‚t0jqs
`
t0kÿ
j“1
pq‚j´1 ´ q
‚
j q ¨ Λ
‚pq‚j´1 ´ q
‚
j q ´ Lkpnq ´
kÿ
j“1
Uj
ff
,(4.13)
where
Lkpnq “
ÿ
pα,iq,pβ,jqPJ
p0,0q
g
Λαβ
tα
minptαj, tβiqnα,inβ,j , and(4.14)
Uj “
1
t0
t0ÿ
i“1
et0pj´1q`i ¨D
tpΛ˝Det0pj´1q`i ´ 2t0Aft0pj´1q`iq,(4.15)
with
et0pj´1q`i “
i´1ÿ
s“1
sm‚t0pj´1q`s `
t0´1ÿ
s“i
ps ´ t0qm
‚
t0pj´1q`s
, and(4.16)
ft0pj´1q`i “
t0´1ÿ
s“i
n‚t0pj´1q`s(4.17)
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for all 1 ď i ď t0 and 1 ď j ď k.
Proof. Firstly, we let
Mα,i “
tαkÿ
j“i
mα,i, Nα,i “
tαkÿ
j“i
nα,i,
for all α P Ir and 1 ď i ď tαk, and M “ pMα,iqpα,iqPJp0,0qg and N “ pNα,iqpα,iqPJp0,0qg .
Our first step is to write q˝i and q
‚
i in terms of m
˝
j , m
‚
j , n
˝
j and n
‚
j using equations (4.7)
and (4.8) as follows:
q˝i “ ℓ
˝ `
kÿ
j“i`1
pj ´ iqrC˝m˝j ´ n
˝
j s `
t0kÿ
j“t0i`1
pj ´ t0iqDm
‚
j ;
q‚i “ ℓ
‚ `
t0kÿ
j“i`1
pj ´ iqrC‚m‚j ´ n
‚
j s `
kÿ
j“
Y
i
t0
]
`1
pt0j ´ iqD
tm˝j .
This implies that for all 1 ď j ď k and t0pj ´ 1q ` 1 ď i ď t0j, we have
q˝j´1 ´ q
˝
j “ C
˝M˝j ´N
˝
j ` t0DM
‚
i `Dei,(4.18a)
q‚i´1 ´ q
‚
i “ C
‚M‚i ´N
‚
i `D
tM˝j .(4.18b)
Thus, we have
pq˝j´1 ´ q
˝
jq ¨ Λ
˝pq˝j´1 ´ q
˝
jq(4.19)
“
1
t0
t0jÿ
i“t0pj´1q`1
pC˝M˝j ´N
˝
j ` t0DM
‚
i `Deiq ¨ Λ
˝pC˝M˝j ´N
˝
j ` t0DM
‚
i `Deiq
“M˝j ¨ C
˝Λ˝pC˝M˝j ´ 2N
˝
jq `N
˝
j ¨ Λ
˝N˝j `
t0jÿ
i“t0pj´1q`1
pt0DM
‚
i ` 2C
˝M˝j q ¨ Λ
˝DM‚i
`
1
t0
t0jÿ
i“t0pj´1q`1
“
ei ¨D
tΛ˝
`
2C˝M˝j ´ 2N
˝
j ` 2t0DM
‚
i `Dei
˘
´ 2t0M
‚
i ¨D
tΛ˝N˝j
‰
,
t0jÿ
i“t0pj´1q`1
pq‚j´1 ´ q
‚
jq ¨ Λ
‚pq‚j´1 ´ q
‚
jq(4.20)
“
t0jÿ
i“t0pj´1q`1
pC‚M‚i ´N
‚
i `D
tM˝j q ¨ Λ
‚pC‚M‚i ´N
‚
i `D
tM˝j q
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“ t0M
˝
j ¨DΛ
‚DtM˝j `
t0jÿ
i“t0pj´1q`1
`
C‚M‚i ´ 2N
‚
i ` 2D
tM˝j
˘
¨ Λ‚C‚M‚i
`
t0jÿ
i“t0pj´1q`1
pN‚i ¨ Λ
‚N‚i ´ 2M
˝
j ¨DΛ
‚N‚i q, and
2pq˝j´1 ´ q
˝
jq ¨Apq
‚
t0pj´1q
´ q‚t0jq(4.21)
“ 2
t0jÿ
i“t0pj´1q`1
pC˝M˝j ´N
˝
j ` t0DM
‚
i `Deiq ¨ApC
‚M‚i ´N
‚
i `D
tM˝jq
“ 2t0M
˝
j ¨DA
tpC˝M˝j ´N
˝
jq ` 2
t0jÿ
i“t0pj´1q`1
“
t0M
‚
i ¨D
tApC‚M‚i ´N
‚
i q `N
‚
i ¨ A
tN˝j
‰
` 2
t0jÿ
i“t0pj´1q`1
“
M˝j ¨
`
C˝AC‚ ` t0DA
tD
˘
M‚i ´M
‚
i ¨ C
‚AtN˝j ´M
˝
j ¨ C
˝AN‚i
‰
` 2
t0jÿ
i“t0pj´1q`1
ei ¨
`
DtADtM˝j `D
tAC‚M‚i ´D
tAN‚i
˘
.
By using the fact that CΛ “ δI and CΛC “ δC, it follows from equations (4.19)-(4.21),
along with the block form (4.12) of the matrices C and Λ, that we have the RHS of (4.13)
to be equal to
1
2
kÿ
j“1
»–M˝j ¨ pC˝M˝j ´ 2N˝jq ` t0jÿ
i“t0pj´1q`1
pM‚i ¨ pC
‚M‚i ´ 2N
‚
i q ` 2M
˝
j ¨DM
‚
i q
fifl(4.22)
`
1
2δ
kÿ
j“1
»–N˝j ¨ Λ˝N˝j ` t0jÿ
i“t0pj´1q`1
pN‚i ¨ Λ
‚N‚i ` 2N
˝
j ¨AN
‚
i q
fifl´ 1
2δ
Lkpnq
`
1
δt0
kÿ
j“1
t0jÿ
i“t0pj´1q`1
ei ¨D
tpδM˝j ´ Λ
˝N˝j ´ t0AN
‚
t0j
q.
It remains to show that expression (4.22) is equal to Qkpm,nq. To this end, we first observe
from equation (4.16) that we have
t0jÿ
i“t0pj´1q`1
ei “ 0
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for all 1 ď j ď k. As DtpδM˝j ´ Λ
˝N˝j ´ t0AN
‚
t0j
q is independent of i for all t0pj ´ 1q ` 1 ď
i ď t0j, it follows that we have
(4.23)
kÿ
j“1
t0jÿ
i“t0pj´1q`1
ei ¨D
tpδM˝j ´ Λ
˝N˝j ´ t0AN
‚
t0j
q “ 0.
Next, we make use of the fact that
minpj, t0j
1q “
t0´1ÿ
s“0
min
ˆZ
j ` s
t0
^
, j1
˙
to deduce that
Qkpm,nq “
1
2
kÿ
j,j1“1
minpj, j1qm˝j ¨ pC
˝m˝j1 ´ 2n
˝
j1q `
1
2
t0kÿ
j,j1“1
minpj, j1qm‚j ¨ pC
‚m‚j1 ´ 2n
‚
j1q
(4.24)
`
t0kÿ
j“1
kÿ
j1“1
minpj, t0j
1qm˝j1 ¨Dm
‚
j
“
1
2
kÿ
j,j1“1
minpj,j1qÿ
i“1
m˝j ¨ pC
˝m˝j1 ´ 2n
˝
j1q `
1
2
t0kÿ
j,j1“1
minpj,j1qÿ
i“1
m‚j ¨ pC
‚m‚j1 ´ 2n
‚
j1q
`
t0kÿ
j“1
kÿ
j1“1
t0´1ÿ
s“0
min
´Y
j`s
t0
]
,j1
¯ÿ
i“1
m˝j1 ¨Dm
‚
j
“
1
2
kÿ
i“1
kÿ
j,j1“i
m˝j ¨ pC
˝m˝j1 ´ 2n
˝
j1q `
1
2
t0kÿ
i“1
t0kÿ
j,j1“i
m‚j ¨ pC
‚m‚j1 ´ 2n
‚
j1q
`
t0´1ÿ
s“0
kÿ
i“1
kÿ
j1“i
t0kÿ
j“t0i´s
m˝j1 ¨Dm
‚
j
“
1
2
kÿ
j“1
»–M˝j ¨ pC˝M˝j ´ 2N˝jq ` t0jÿ
i“t0pj´1q`1
pM‚i ¨ pC
‚M‚i ´ 2N
‚
i q ` 2M
˝
j ¨DM
‚
i q
fifl .
Likewise, by a similar argument, we have
(4.25) Lkpnq “
kÿ
j“1
»–N˝j ¨ Λ˝N˝j ` t0jÿ
i“t0pj´1q`1
pN‚i ¨ Λ
‚N‚i ` 2N
˝
j ¨AN
‚
i q
fifl .
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By combining equations (4.23)-(4.25), it follows from expression (4.22) that (4.16) holds, and
we are done. 
We are now ready to define our quantum generating functions that specialize to the re-
stricted N -sums via a constant term evaluation. To make our notations more compact,
we will introduce some shorthand notations. For any vector v˝ “ pvαqαPΠ˝ (respectively
v‚ “ pvαqαPΠ‚) of integers and k P Z, we shall denote the product
ś
αPΠ˝
pQvαα,k (respectivelyś
αPΠ‚
pQvαα,k) of the commuting variables pQvαα,k by pQv˝˝,k (respectively pQv‚‚,k). Likewise, we will
also use the shorthand notations pY v˝˝,k , pY v‚‚,k , pZv˝˝,k and pZv‚‚,k.
Let us fix the quantum parameter to be q “ νδ, u “ ν
1
2 “ q
1
2δ , and Zu “ Zru
˘1s. Let pY~si
denote the quantum torus t pQα,tαi, pQα,tαi`1uαPIr , and let pQi “ t pQα,iuαPIr for all i P Z. For any
ring R and a set of variables x “ tx1, . . . , xnu, we let Rppxqq denote the ring of formal Laurent
series of the variables x1, . . . , xn with coefficients in R. We define the quantum generating
function for multiplicities Z
pkq
λ,np
pY~s0q P ZurpQ˘10 spppQ´11 qq in the quantum torus pY~s0, subject to
the commutation relations in Lemma 3.6 as follows:
(4.26) Z
pkq
λ,np
pY~s0q “ÿ
m
qQkpm,nq
ź
pα,iqPJ
p0,0q
g
„
mα,i ` qα,i
mα,i

q
pQ´q‚0‚,1 pQ´q˝0˝,1 pQq‚1‚,0 pQq˝1`De1˝,0 .
Here, the sum is over all vectors m “ pmα,iqpα,iqPJp0,0qg of non-negative integers, and the
modified quadratic form Qkpm,nq is defined by
Qkpm,nq “
1
2δ
«
k´1ÿ
j“1
rpq˝j ´ q
˝
j`1q ¨ Λ
˝pq˝j ´ q
˝
j`1q ` 2pq
˝
j ´ q
˝
j`1q ¨Apq
‚
t0j
´ q‚t0pj`1qqs
(4.27)
`
t0k´1ÿ
j“1
pq‚j ´ q
‚
j`1q ¨ Λ
‚pq‚j ´ q
‚
j`1q ´
kÿ
j“1
Uj ` q
˝
1 ¨ Λ
˝q˝1 ` q
‚
1 ¨ Λ
‚q‚1
´2pq˝0 ´ q
˝
1q ¨Aq
‚
t0
` 2t0q
˝
0 ¨Aq
‚
1 ` 2pΛ
˝q˝0 ` Aq
‚
0q ¨De1
ff
.
From equation (4.27), we have
Qkpm,nq ´Qkpm,nq “ ´
1
2δ
«
q˝
0
¨ Λ˝pq˝
0
´ 2q˝
1
q ` q‚
0
¨ Λ‚pq‚
0
´ 2q‚
1
q ` 2pq˝
0
´ q˝
1
q ¨Aq‚
0
´2t0q
˝
0
¨Aq‚
1
´ 2pΛ˝q˝
0
` Aq‚
0
q ¨De1 ´ Lkpnq
ff
.
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This implies that the modified quadratic form Qkpm,nq is equal to Qkpm,nq`
1
2δ
Lkpnq when
q˝
0
“ 0 and q‚
0
“ 0.
In addition to the generating function Z
pkq
λ,np
pY~s0q that we have defined above, we would also
need to define intermediate quantum generating functions Z
pk,pq
λ,n p
pY~s0,pq, where 0 ă p ă t0,
that arise from partial summations overmα,i, with α P Π‚ and t0 ffl i. To this end, we will need
to define truncations of a given vector v “ pvα,iqpα,iqPJp0,0qg
. For any vector v “ pvα,iqpα,iqPJp0,0qg
,
0 ď j ď k and 0 ď p ă t0, we define v
pj,pq :“ pvα,iqpα,iqPJpj,pqg . In particular, we have v
p0,0q “ v.
We shall first define the quantum generating function Z
pk,t0´1q
λ,n p
pY~s0,t0´1q. To this end, we
let ~si,t0´1 “ ppi`1qtα´1qαPIr for all i P Z. Then it is easy to verify that ~si,t0´1 is a generalized
Motzkin path for all i P Z, so the components of the vectorpY~si,t0´1 “ p pQα,pi`1qtα´1, pQα,pi`1qtαqαPIr
form a valid set of initial data for the quantum Q-system. Hence, we define the quantum
generating function Z
pk,t0´1q
λ,n p
pY~s0,t0´1q in the quantum torus pY~s0,t0´1 as follows:
Z
pk,t0´1q
λ,n p
pY~s0,t0´1q(4.28)
“
ÿ
mp0,t0´1q
qQ
pt0´1q
k pm,nq
ź
pα,iqPJ
p0,t0´1q
g
„
mα,i ` qα,i
mα,i

q
pQ´q‚t0´1‚,t0 pQ´q˝,pt0´1q0˝,1 pQq‚t0‚,t0´1 pQq˝1˝,0.
Here, the sum is over all vectors mp0,t0´1q “ pmα,iqpα,iqPJp0,t0´1qg
of non-negative integers, and
the quadratic form Q
pt0´1q
k pm,nq is defined by
Q
pt0´1q
k pm,nq(4.29)
“
1
2δ
«
k´1ÿ
j“1
rpq˝j ´ q
˝
j`1q ¨ Λ
˝pq˝j ´ q
˝
j`1q ` 2pq
˝
j ´ q
˝
j`1q ¨Apq
‚
t0j
´ q‚t0pj`1qq ´ Uj`1s
`
t0k´1ÿ
j“t0
pq‚j ´ q
‚
j`1q ¨ Λ
‚pq‚j ´ q
‚
j`1q ` q
˝
1 ¨ Λ
˝q˝1 ` q
‚
t0
¨ Λ‚q‚t0 ` 2q
˝
1 ¨Aq
‚
t0
ff
.
One important property of the quadratic form Q
pt0´1q
k pm,nq is that it is independent of mα,i
and nα,i for all α P Ir and 1 ď i ď tα.
If t0 “ 2, that is, g is of type BCF , then we are done with defining the intermediate
quantum generating functions. Else, if t0 “ 3, that is, g is of type G, then we need to define
the intermediate quantum generating function Z
pk,1q
λ,n p
pY~s0,1q. We let ~si,1 “ pi, 3i ` 1q for all
i P Z. Then it is easy to verify that ~si,1 is a generalized Motzkin path for all i P Z, so the
components of the vector pY~si,1 “ p pQ1,i, pQ2,3i`1, pQ1,i`1, pQ2,3i`2q
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form a valid set of initial data for the quantum Q-system. Hence, we define the quantum
generating function Z
pk,1q
λ,n p
pY~s0,1q in the quantum torus pY~s0,1 as follows:
(4.30) Z
pk,1q
λ,n p
pY~s0,1q “ ÿ
mp0,1q
qQ
p1q
k pm,nq
ź
pα,iqPJ
p0,1q
g
„
mα,i ` qα,i
mα,i

q
pQ´q2,1
2,2
pQ´qp1q1,0
1,1
pQq2,2
2,1
pQq1,1`m2,2
1,0 .
Here, the sum is over all vectors mp0,1q “ pmα,iqpα,iqPJp0,1qg of non-negative integers, and the
quadratic form Q
p1q
k pm,nq is defined by
Q
p1q
k pm,nq
(4.31)
“
k´1ÿ
j“1
“
pq1,j ´ q1,j`1q
2 ` pq1,j ´ q1,j`1qpq2,3j ´ q2,3j`3q
‰
´
1
2
k´1ÿ
j“1
Uj`1 `
3k´1ÿ
j“2
pq2,j ´ q2,j`1q
2
` q2
1,1 ` q
2
2,2 ` q1,1q2,3 ` q
p1q
1,0pq2,1 ` n2,2q `m2,2p2q2,1 ´ q2,2 ´ 2m2,2 ` 2n2,2q.
Here, we note that in the case of type G, we have δ “ 1. It is easy to see that the quadratic
form Q
p1q
k pm,nq is independent of m2,2.
The generating function Z
pkq
λ,np
pY~s0q is related to the restricted N -sum N pkqλ,npq´1q via a con-
stant term and an evaluation. For any f P ZurpQ˘10 spppQ´11 qq, we define the multiple constant
term CTt pQα,1uαPIr pfq to be the term of total degree 0 in each of the variables pQ1,1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , pQr,1.
In particular, if we have a normal-ordered expansion
f “
ÿ
a‚,b‚PZs,a˝,b˝PZd
fa‚,a˝,b‚,b˝ pQa‚‚,0 pQa˝˝,0 pQb˝˝,1 pQb‚‚,1,
where s “ |Π‚|, d “ |Π˝|, then we have
CT pQ1pfq “
ÿ
a‚PZs,a˝PZd
fa‚,a˝,0,0 pQa‚‚,0 pQa˝˝,0,
where pQk “ t pQα,kuαPIr for all k P Z. Likewise, we define the multiple evaluation of f atpQ1,0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , pQr,0 “ 1 to be the following Laurent series
f | pQ0“1 “
ÿ
a‚,b‚PZs,a˝,b˝PZd
fa‚,a˝,b‚,b˝ pQb˝˝,1 pQb‚‚,1.
The constant term and evaluation maps commute, and their composition gives:
(4.32) CT pQ1pfq| pQ0“1 “
ÿ
a‚PZs,a˝PZd
fa‚,a˝,0,0.
To simplify our notation, we will denote the LHS of equation (4.32) by φpfq.
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We may now express the N -sum in terms of Z
pkq
λ,np
pY~s0q as follows:
(4.33) N
pkq
λ,npq
´1q “ q´
1
2δ
LkpnqφpZ
pkq
λ,np
pY~s0qq,
where the constant term ensures the condition that q˝0 “ 0 and q
‚
0 “ 0, and the result agrees
with the definition of the restricted N -sum N
pkq
λ,npq
´1q, as Qkpm,nq “ Qkpm,nq ´
1
2δ
Lkpnq
when q˝0 “ 0 and q
‚
0 “ 0.
4.3. Factorization properties of the quantum generating functions. In this subsec-
tion, we will state how the quantum generating function Z
pkq
λ,np
pY~s0q fully factorizes (up to a
scalar constant dependent on n and λ) into a product of the quantum Q-system variablespQα,k and their inverses. In order to make our notations more compact, we will denote the
product y1y2 ¨ ¨ ¨ yj of variables y1, y2, . . . , yj by
śj
i“1 yi. Next, we define
(4.34) pPv,j “ jź
i“1
˜˜
t0ź
j1“1
pQv‚t0pi´1q`j1‚,t0pi´1q`j1
¸ pQv˝i˝,i
¸
,
and pPv,0 :“ 1 for all vectors v “ pvα,iqαPIr,iPN of integers and all positive integers j.
When k “ 1, we have the following full factorization of Z
p1q
λ,np
pY~s0q into a product of the
quantum Q-system variables pQα,k and their inverses:
Lemma 4.3. The quantum generating function Z
p1q
λ,np
pY~s0q can be expressed as a product ofpQα,i (α P Ir, 0 ď i ď tα ` 1) as follows:
Z
p1q
λ,np
pY~s0q “ q´ 12δ řα,βPIrpΛααℓα`2řtαi“1 Λαβnα,iq pZ´1‚,0 pZ´1˝,0 pPn,1 pZℓ˝`1˝,1 pZℓ‚`1‚,t0 ,
where ℓ˝ ` 1 (respectively ℓ‚ ` 1) is the vector pℓα ` 1qαPΠ˝ (respectively pℓα ` 1qαPΠ‚).
In order to prove Lemma 4.3, we will follow the strategy as in the proof of [6, Lemma
5.3], with the appropriate modifications in order to take into account the effects of quantum
commutativity. As the form of the factorization formulas in Lemma 4.3 suggests, we would
need to sum over mα,k for all α P Ir and 1 ď k ď tα, and use the quantum Q-system relations
to simplify the expressions. We will first sum over mα,p for all α P Π‚ and 0 ă p ă t0, as
qγ1,p depends on mγ,1 for all 0 ă p ă t0. This leads to the following partial factorization of
Z
pkq
λ,np
pY~s0q as a product of the quantum Q-system variables pQα,k (along with their inverses),
and its intermediate generating function Z
pk,pq
λ,n p
pY~s0q, where 0 ă p ă t0:
Lemma 4.4. The quantum generating function Z
pkq
λ,np
pY~s0q has the following partial factor-
ization in terms of Z
pk,pq
λ,n p
pY~s0,pq (0 ă p ă t0) and pQα,i (α P Π‚, 0 ď i ď p` 1) as follows:
Z
pkq
λ,npY~s0q “ q
´ 1
δ
ř
α,βPΠ‚
řp
i“1 Λαβnα,i pZ´1‚,0 ´ pQn‚1‚,1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pQn‚p‚,p¯ pZ‚,pZpk,pqλ,n ppY~s0,pq.
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Subsequently, we will then sum over mα,tα for all α P Ir to obtain the full factorization
formulas in Lemma 4.3. As the proofs of Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 are by and large similar, we
will only prove Lemma 4.3 in this subsection, leaving the details of the proof of Lemma 4.4
to Appendix A. In order to prove Lemma 4.3, we will first need to compute pYα,tα explicitly
for all α P Ir. It is easy to see from Lemma 3.6 that we have
(4.35) pYα,tα “ ź
βPIr
pQ´Cαββ,tβ .
Next, we need the following technical lemmas that will be helpful in proving Lemmas 4.3
and 4.4:
Lemma 4.5. Let b be any integer, and suppose we have two variables x, y that satisfies the
commutation relations xy “ ayx. Then we have
xbyb “ a
bpb´1q
2 pxyqb.
Lemma 4.6. For any α P Ir and i P Z, we havepZα,ip1´ pYα,i`1q´1 “ pZα,i`1.
Proof. By Lemma 3.6 and (3.22), we have
1´ pYα,i`1 “ ν´Λαα pQ´2α,i`1 pQα,i`2 pQα,i “ pZ´1α,i`1 pZα,i,
or equivalently, p1´ pYα,i`1q´1 “ pZ´1α,i pZα,i`1. The desired statement now follows. 
Lemma 4.7. For any α P Ir and i, b P Z, we haveÿ
aě0
„
a ` b
a

q
pY aα,i`1 pZbα,i “ pZ´1α,i pZb`1α,i`1.
Proof. Firstly, we note that
8ÿ
a“0
„
a` b
a

v
xa “
pvb`1x; vq8
px; vq8
“
#śb
i“0p1´ v
ixq´1 if b ě 0ś´b´1
i“0 p1´ v
i`b`1xq if b ă 0.
This implies that for any integer b and any two variables x, y satisfying the quasi-commutation
relation yx “ vxy, we haveÿ
aě0
„
a` b
a

v
xayb “ y´1pyp1´ xq´1qb`1,
where the right hand side is considered as a formal power series in the variable x.
Now, it follows from Lemma 3.6 that we have pZα,ipYα,i`1 “ νδ pYα,i`1 pZα,i “ qpYα,i`1 pZα,i. In
particular, by setting v “ q, x “ pYα,i`1 and y “ pZα,i, we see that the desired statement
follows from the above equation, along with Lemma 4.6. 
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Corollary 4.8. For any α P Ir and k, b P Z, we havepZb`1α,i pQ´bα,i “ ν bpb`1qΛαα2 pZα,i pQ´bα,i`1.
Proof. We use Lemma 3.6 and Lemma 4.5 to deduce thatpZb`1α,i pQ´bα,i “ ν´ bpb`1qΛαα2 pQb`1α,i pQ´b´1α,i`1 pQ´bα,i “ ν bpb`1qΛαα2 pQα,i pQ´b´1α,i`1 “ ν bpb`1qΛαα2 pZα,i pQ´bα,i`1.

Proof of Lemma 4.3. For convenience, let us set p “ t0 ´ 1. When k “ 1, we see that
qα,tα “ ℓα for all α P Ir. Thus, it follows from equations (4.8) and (4.11) that we have
q‚p “ ℓ
‚ ` C‚m‚t0 ´ n
‚
t0
`Dtm˝
1
,(4.36)
q
˝,ppq
0
“ ℓ˝ ` C˝m˝
1
´ n˝
1
` t0Dm
‚
t0
.(4.37)
Next, we have
(4.38) Q
ppq
pm,nq “
1
2δ
`
ℓ˝ ¨ Λ˝ℓ˝ ` ℓ‚ ¨ Λ‚ℓ‚ ` 2ℓ‚ ¨Atℓ˝
˘
.
We now use Lemmas 3.6, along with equations (4.35), (4.36) and (4.37) to rearrange the
terms involving the pQα,i’s in the quantum generating function Zp1,pqλ,n ppY~s0,pq as follows:
(4.39) pQ´q‚p‚,t0 pQ´q˝,ppq0˝,1 pQq‚t0‚,p pQq˝1˝,0 “ pQ´q‚p‚,t0 pQ´q˝,ppq0˝,1 pQℓ‚‚,p pQℓ˝˝,0 “ pQn‚t0‚,1 pQn˝1˝,1pY m‚t0‚,t0 pY m˝1˝,1 pQ´ℓ‚‚,t0 pQ´ℓ˝˝,1 pQℓ‚‚,p pQℓ˝˝,0.
Next, we let Π‚ “ tα1, α2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , αsu and Π˝ “ tβ1, β2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , βdu. We use Lemma 3.6 and
equation (4.38) to deduce that
pQ´ℓ‚‚,t0 pQ´ℓ˝˝,1 pQℓ‚‚,p pQℓ˝˝,0 “ q´Qppqpm,nq´ 12δ řαPIr Λααℓ2α sź
i“1
´ pQℓαiαi,p pQ´ℓαiαi,t0¯ dź
j“1
´ pQℓβjβj ,0 pQ´ℓβjβj ,1 ¯
“ q´Q
ppq
pm,nq´ 1
2δ
ř
αPIr
Λααℓα pZℓ‚‚,p pZℓ˝˝,0.(4.40)
Finally, we use Lemma 3.7(6) and (7) to deduce that
(4.41) pY m‚t0‚,t0 pY m˝1˝,1 pZℓ‚‚,p pZℓ˝˝,0 “ sź
i“1
´pY mαi,t0αi,t0 pZℓαiαi,p¯ dź
j“1
´pY mβj ,1βj ,1 pZℓβjβj ,0¯ .
We now use equations (4.39)-(4.41) to deduce that
Z
p1,pq
λ,n p
pY~s0,pq “ q´ 12δ řαPIr Λααℓα pQn‚t0‚,1 pQn˝1˝,1
¨˝
sź
i“1
ÿ
mαi,t0ě0
„
mαi,t0 ` ℓαi
mαi,t0

q
pY mαi,t0αi,t0 pZℓαiαi,p‚˛(4.42)
ˆ
¨˝
dź
j“1
ÿ
mβj ,1ě0
„
mβj ,1 ` ℓβj
mβj ,1

q
pY mβj ,1βj ,1 pZℓβjβj ,0‚˛.
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As q´
1
2δ
ř
αPIr
Λααℓα is a constant, we may sum over each mαi,t0 and mβj ,1 for all i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , s
and j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , d, and apply Lemmas 3.6, 3.7(1), (2) and 4.7, to rewrite the RHS of equation
(4.42) as
q´
1
2δ
ř
αPIr
Λααℓα pQn‚t0‚,1 pQn˝1˝,1 sź
i“1
´ pZ´1αi,p pZℓαi`1αi,t0 ¯ dź
j“1
´ pZ´1βj ,0 pZℓβj`1βj ,1 ¯
“ q´
1
2δ
ř
αPIr
Λααℓα pQn‚t0‚,1 pQn˝1˝,1 pZ´1‚,p pZ´1˝,0 pZℓ˝`1˝,1 pZℓ‚`1‚,1
“ q´
1
2δ
ř
α,βPIrpΛααℓα`2Λαβnα,tαq pZ´1‚,p pZ´1˝,0 pQn‚t0‚,1 pQn˝1˝,1 pZℓ˝`1˝,1 pZℓ‚`1‚,1 .(4.43)
By Lemma 4.4 and equation (4.43), it follows that we have
Z
p1q
λ,np
pY~s0q
“ q´
1
2δ
ř
α,βPIrpΛααℓα`2Λαβnα,tαq´
1
δ
ř
α,βPΠ‚
řp
i“1 Λα,βnα,i pZ´1‚,0
˜
pź
i“1
pQn‚i‚,i
¸ pZ´1˝,0 pQn‚t0‚,1 pQn˝1˝,1 pZℓ˝`1˝,1 pZℓ‚`1‚,1 .
By commuting pZ´1˝,0 to the immediate left of ´śpi“1 pQn‚i‚,i¯ using Lemma 3.6, we obtain the
remaining factor of q´
1
δ
ř
αPΠ‚,βPΠ˝
řp
i“1 Λαβnα,i , and Lemma 4.3 follows. 
In the general k ą 1 case, we have:
Lemma 4.9. For k ą 1, the quantum generating function Z
pkq
λ,np
pY~s0q can be expressed as a
product of pQα,i (α P Ir, 0 ď i ď tα ` 1) and Zpk´1qλ,np1,0qppY~s1q as follows:
Z
p1q
λ,np
pY~s0q “ q´ 1δ řα,βPIr řtαi“1 Λαβnα,i pZ´1‚,0 pZ´1˝,0 pPn,1 pZ˝,1 pZ‚,t0Zpk´1qλ,np1qppY~s1q.
The proof proceeds in a similar fashion as that of Lemma 4.3, which we will describe in
detail in Appendix B.
Writing the solution of the quantum Q-system as pQα,nppY~sjq to display its dependence on
the initial data pY~sj , we shall now use the following translational invariance property of the
quantum Q-system:
Lemma 4.10. For any solution pQα,nppY~0q of the quantum Q-system (3.20), we havepQα,nppY~sjq “ pQα,n`tαjppY~s0q
for all α P Ir, n P Z and j P Z`.
Using the translational invariance property of the quantum Q-system, along with Lemmas
4.3 and 4.9, we get
Theorem 4.11.
Z
pkq
λ,np
pY~s0q “ q´ 12δ řα,βPIrpΛααℓα`2řtαki“1 Λαβnα,iq pZ´1‚,0 pZ´1˝,0 pPn,k pZℓ˝`1˝,k pZℓ‚`1‚,t0k .
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As an immediate consequence of Lemmas 4.9, 4.10 and Theorem 4.11, we have:
Corollary 4.12. For all 0 ă j ă k, we have
Z
pkq
λ,np
pY~s0q “ Zpjq0,nppY~s0qZpk´jqλ,npjqppY~sjq.
As an immediate consequence of Corollary 4.12, along with Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4, we have:
Corollary 4.13. For all 0 ď j ď k, and 0 ă p ă t0, we have
Z
pkq
λ,np
pY~s0q “ q´ 1δ řα,βPIr řtαji“1 Λαβnα,i pZ´1‚,0 pZ´1˝,0 pPn,j pZ˝,j pZ‚,t0jZpk´jqλ,npjqppY~sjq,
and
Z
pkq
λ,np
pY~s0q “ q´ 1δ řβPIrpřαPΠ˝ řji“1 Λαβnα,i`řωPΠ‚ řt0j`pi“1 Λωβnω,iq
ˆ pZ´1‚,0 pZ´1˝,0 pPn,j pZ˝,j pZ‚,t0j`pZpk´j,pqℓ,npjq ppY~sj,pq.
4.4. Proof of Theorem 4.1. We are now ready to prove Theorem 4.1. To this end, we
need a few auxiliary lemmas from [9, Section 5.5]. We will omit the proofs of these lemmas
as they follow immediately from the proofs of the analogous lemmas in [9, Section 5.5] with
minor modifications. We will let A denote the ring ZurpQ1, pQ´1, pQ˘10 s, and Aα denote the
ring Zurt pQβ,˘1uβ‰α, pQ˘10 s for all α P Ir.
Lemma 4.14 (Lemma 5.9, [9]). Let α1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , αn P Ir, i1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , in P Z and m1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , mn P Z.
Then
śn
j“1
pQmjαj ,ij P A.
The proof of [9, Lemma 5.9] would still be applicable here, since pQα,1 and pQβ,´1 are on the
same quantum torus for all distinct α, β P Ir by Lemma 3.6.
Lemma 4.15 (Lemma 5.12, [9]). For any β P Ir and f P ZqrpQ˘10 spppQ´11 qq, we have´ pZ´1‚,0 pZ´1˝,0 pQβ,´1 ˆ f¯ ˇˇˇˇ pQ0“1“ 0.
Lemma 4.16 (Lemma 5.14, [9]). For all α P Ir and n P Z`, we have pQ´1α,n P Aαpp pQ´1α,1qq.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. We shall prove by induction on j “ k, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 0 that the sum in equation
(4.5) is unchanged if we restrict the sum to sets of vectors m of non-negative integers such
that qα,i ě 0 for all α P Ir and i ě tαj. The base case j “ k holds since we have qα,tαk “ ℓα ě 0
for all α P Ir. Next, let us assume that the statement holds for j, where j ě 1. Let p “ t0´1.
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By Corollary 4.13, we have
Z
pkq
λ,np
pY~s0q
(4.44)
“ q´
1
δ
ř
βPIrp
ř
αPΠ˝
řj´1
i“1 Λαβnα,i`
ř
ωPΠ‚
řt0j´1
i“1 Λωβnω,iq pZ´1‚,0 pZ´1˝,0 pPn,j´1
¨˝
t0j´1ź
i“t0pj´1q`1
pQn‚i‚,i‚˛pZ˝,j pZ‚,t0j´1
ˆ
ÿ
mpj´1,pq
qQ
ppq
k´j`1pm
pj´1,0q,npj´1qq
ź
pα,iqPJ
pj´1,pq
g
„
mα,i ` qα,i
mα,i

q
pQ´q‚t0j´1‚,t0j pQ´q˝,ppq0˝,j pQq‚t0j‚,t0j´1 pQq˝j˝,j´1.
Let us fix any β P Π‚. By induction hypothesis, we may restrict the sum in equation (4.5)
to qα,i ě 0 for all α P Ir and i ě tαj. A generic term of the sum in equation (4.44) (apart
from the coefficients involving q) has the form
S “ pZ´1‚,0 pZ´1˝,0 pPn,j´1
¨˝
t0j´1ź
i“t0pj´1q`1
pQn‚i‚,i‚˛pZ˝,j pZ‚,t0j´1 pQ´q‚t0j´1‚,t0j pQ´q˝,ppq0˝,j pQq‚t0j‚,t0j´1 pQq˝j˝,j´1.
When qβ,j ă 0, it follows from Lemmas 4.4 and 4.16 that S has only non-negative powers
of pQβ,˘1. By Lemma 4.15, it follows that S| pQ0“1 is a Laurent series of some variables pQ´1α,1
with α ‰ β, with coefficients that are in particular polynomials of pQβ,1. Due to the prefactorpZ´1‚,0 pZ´1˝,0 , it follows that the exponent of pQβ,1 in all terms of S| pQ0“1 are positive. Consequently,
we have φpSq “ 0. So this shows that the sum in equation (4.5) is unchanged if we impose
the restriction qβ,t0j´1 ě 0. We now repeat the above argument once more, to deduce that
the sum in equation (4.5) is unchanged if we impose the restriction qβ,i ě 0, where β P Ir
and i ě tβpj ´ 1q. This completes the induction step, and we are done. 
In particular, for a fixed vector n “ pnα,iqαPIr,iPN of nonnegative integers that parameterizes
a finite set of KR-modules over grts, a dominant integral weight λ of g and a sufficiently large
integer k, we have that M
pkq
λ,npq
´1q “ Mλ,npq
´1q and N
pkq
λ,npq
´1q “ Nλ,npq
´1q. Thus, it follows
that Theorem 1.2 holds. Together with [9, Theorem 5.1], we have
Theorem 4.17. Let g be a simple Lie algebra, n “ pnα,iqαPIr ,iPN be a vector of nonnegative
integers that parameterizes a finite set of KR-modules over grts, λ be a dominant integral
weight, and k be a positive integer. Then we have
Mλ,npq
´1q “ Nλ,npq
´1q.
In particular, Theorem 4.17 gives a complete characterization of the graded characters of
the fusion products of Kirillov-Reshetikhin modules in terms of the quantum Q-system via
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equation (4.33). More precisely, it follows from equation (4.33) and Theorem 4.11 (along
with [9, Theorem 5.17] in the simply-laced case) that we have
(4.45) Mλ,npq
´1q “ q´
1
2δ pLpnq`
ř
α,βPIrpΛααℓα`2
ř8
i“1 Λαβnα,iqqφ
˜˜ź
αPIr
pZ´1α
¸ pPn ź
βPIr
pZℓβ`1β
¸
,
where
Lpnq “
ÿ
α,βPIr,i,jPN
Λα,β
tα
minptαj, tβiqnα,inβ,j , and(4.46)
pZβ “ lim
kÑ8
pZβ,k.(4.47)
Here, we briefly remark that a similar reasoning as in the proof of [9, Theorem 5.17] shows
that pZβ is well-defined as a formal power series of pQ´1β,1 with coefficients Laurent polynomial
of the remaining initial data of pY~s0.
As the map φ is linear, it follows from equations (1.3) and (4.45) that φ induces a unique
linear map ρ : F Ñ Crq, zs that satisfies ρp pPnq “ χnpq; zq for all vectors n “ pnα,iqαPIr,iPN of
nonnegative integers that parameterizes a finite set of KR-modules over grts.
5. An identity satisfied by the graded characters of KR-modules
Our goal in this section is to prove Theorem 1.3. To this end, let us fix α P Ir and m P N.
In order to derive Theorem 1.3 without considering too many cases, we would need to a slight
generalization of equation (4.45). To facilitate this generalization, we will allow ourselves to
consider vectors pn “ pnα,iqαPIr ,iPZ` of nonnegative integers that parameterizes a finite set of
KR-modules over grts. We could view pn as the extension of the vector n “ pnα,iqαPIr,iPN by
the vector n0 “ pnα,0qαPIr . Also, we shall make the following definitions:pLppnq “ ÿ
α,βPIr,i,jPZ`
Λαβ
tα
minptαj, tβiqnα,inβ,j,(5.1)
pPpn “ ź
αPIr
pQnα,0α,0 pPn, and(5.2)
Mλ,pnpq´1q “ q´ 12δ přαPIr Λααℓα`2 pF ppnq`pLppnqqφ
˜˜ź
αPIr
pZ´1α
¸ pPpn ź
βPIr
pZℓβ`1β
¸
,(5.3)
where
(5.4) pF ppnq “ ÿ
α,βPIr ,i,jPZ`
Λαβnα,i.
It is easy to see from the definitions of Lpnq and pLppnq that we have pLppnq “ Lpnq.
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We claim thatMλ,pnpq´1q “Mλ,npq´1q. Indeed, we may regard
´ś
αPIr
pZ´1α ¯ pPpnśβPIr pZℓβ`1β
as an element of ZurpQ˘10 spppQ´11 qq by Theorem 4.11. Thus, it follows from the definition of
the function φ that we have
Mλ,npq
´1q “ q´
1
2δ r
ř
α,βPIrpΛααℓα`2
ř8
i“1 Λαβnα,iq`Lpnqsφ
˜˜ź
αPIr
pZ´1α
¸ pPn ź
βPIr
pZℓβ`1β
¸
“ q´
1
2δ r
ř
αβPIrpΛααℓα`2
ř8
i“1 Λαβnα,iq`pLppnqsφ
˜ź
αPIr
pQnα,0α,0
˜ź
αPIr
pZ´1α
¸ pPn ź
βPIr
pZℓβ`1β
¸
“ q´
1
2δ r
ř
α,βPIrpΛααℓα`2
ř8
i“0 Λαβnα,iq`pLppnqsφ
˜˜ź
αPIr
pZ´1α
¸˜ź
αPIr
pQnα,0α,0
¸ pPn ź
βPIr
pZℓβ`1β
¸
“Mλ,pnpq´1q,
where the third equality follows from Lemma 3.6. The equality Mλ,npq
´1q “ Mλ,pnpq´1q is
consistent with the fact that the fusion product of a cyclic grts-module V with the trivial
grts-module is precisely V itself. Hence, we may regard Mλ,pnpq´1q as the graded multiplicity
of the irreducible component V pλq in F˚pn , where F˚pn is the corresponding fusion product of
KR-modules parameterized by pn. More precisely, we have
Mλ,pnpqq “
8ÿ
m“0
dimHomgpF
˚pnrms, V pλqqqm.
Our next step is to express the terms (without the coefficients) that appear in the quantum
Q-system relation (3.20) as some pPpn. To begin, we need to rewrite our quantum Q-system
relation (3.20). We first observe from Lemma 3.6 and (3.22) that we havepQα,m`1 “ νΛαα pQ2α,m ´1´ pYα,m¯ pQ´1α,m´1 “ ν´Λαα pQ´1α,m´1 pQ2α,m ´1´ νδ pYα,m¯ ,
or equivalently,
(5.5) νΛαα pQα,m´1 pQα,m`1 “ pQ2α,m ´ νδ :ź
β„α
|Cαβ |´1ź
i“0
pQβ,ttβpm`iq{tαu: .
Next, we let pd “ pdβ,iqβPIr ,iPZ` be the vector that corresponds to the term pQα,m´1 pQα,m`1,
where
(5.6) dβ,i “ δαβpδi,m´1 ` δi,m`1q.
Next, we let ps “ psβ,iqβPIr,iPZ` be the vector that corresponds to the term pQ2α,m, where
(5.7) sβ,i “ 2δαβδi,m.
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Finally, we will let pk “ pkβ,iqβPIr,iPZ` to be the vector that corresponds to the term
:
ź
β„α
|Cαβ |´1ź
i“0
pQβ,ttβpm`iq{tαu: .
In order to define the numbers kβ,i, we would need to consider cases:
Case 1: Either α ‰ γ1 or α “ γ1 and t0  m. In this case, we define
(5.8) kβ,i “ ´δβ„αδi,tβm{tαCαβ ,
where the function δβ„α is equal to 1 if β „ α, and is equal to 0 otherwise.
Case 2: α “ γ1 and t0 ffl m. Let us write m “ t0n ` p, where 0 ă p ă t0. In this case, we
define
(5.9) kβ,i “ δβ„αδi,m,
for all roots β ‰ γ, and
(5.10) kγ,i “ pt0 ´ pqδi,n ` pδi,n`1.
It is easy to see from the definition of pd and ps that we have pQα,m´1 pQα,m`1 “ pPpd andpQ2α,m “ pPps.
It remains to write :
ś
β„α
ś|Cαβ |´1
i“0
pQβ,ttβpm`iq{tαu: as a scalar multiple of pPpk. To this end,
we first observe from Lemma 3.6 that in the case where either α ‰ γ1 or α “ γ1 and t0  m,
we have
:
ź
β„α
|Cαβ |´1ź
i“0
pQβ,ttβ pm`iq{tαu:“ pPpk.
It remains to handle the case where α “ γ1 and t0 ffl m. To this end, we would need to
consider subcases. Let us first consider the subcase where g is of type BCF , in which case
we have t0 “ 2 and p “ 1. By Lemma 3.6, we have
:
ź
β„α
|Cαβ |´1ź
i“0
pQβ,ttβpm`iq{tαu:“ ν Λγγ2 pQγ,n pQγ,n`1 ź
βPΠ‚
pQ´Cαββ,2n`1 “ ν 12 řβ„γ1 Λβγ pPpk.
Next, in the subcase where g is of type G, in which case we have t0 “ 3 and p “ 1, 2. By
Lemma 3.6, we have
:
ź
β„α
|Cαβ |´1ź
i“0
pQβ,ttβpm`iq{tαu:“ ν2 pQ3´p1,n pQp1,n`1 “ ν2 pPpk.
We conclude that
(5.11) :
ź
β„α
|Cαβ |´1ź
i“0
pQβ,ttβpm`iq{tαu:“ νσα,m pPpk,
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where
(5.12) σα,m “
$’&’%
0 if α ‰ γ1 or α “ γ1 and t0  m;
1
2
ř
β„γ1 Λβγ if α “ γ
1, t0 ffl m, and g is of type BCF ;
2 if α “ γ1, t0 ffl m, and g is of type G,
and hence (5.5) is equivalent to
(5.13) νΛαα pPpd “ pPps ´ νδ`σα,m pPpk.
As the map φ is linear, it follows that we have
νΛααφ
˜˜ź
αPIr
pZ´1α
¸ pPpd ź
βPIr
pZℓβ`1β
¸
“ φ
˜˜ź
αPIr
pZ´1α
¸ pPps ź
βPIr
pZℓβ`1β
¸
´ νδ`σα,mφ
˜˜ź
αPIr
pZ´1α
¸ pPpk ź
βPIr
pZℓβ`1β
¸
,
or equivalently,
q
1
2δ p2 pF ppdq`pLppdq`2ΛααqM
λ,pdpq´1q(5.14)
“ q
1
2δ p2 pF ppsq`pLppsqqMλ,pspq´1q ` q 12δ p2 pF ppkq`pLppkq`2σα,m`2δqMλ,pkpq´1q,
where we have factored out q
1
2δ
ř
αPIr
Λααℓα on both sides of the equation.
It remains to simplify equation (5.14). To this end, we would need to compute the ex-
ponents that appear in equation (5.14) explicitly. Our first technical lemma involves the
relation between pF ppdq, pF ppsq and pF ppkq:
Lemma 5.1. For all α P Ir and m P N, we havepF ppdq “ pF ppsq “ δ ` pF ppkq.
Proof. The statement follows immediately from the following equalities:
pF ppdq “ ÿ
ω,βPIr
8ÿ
i“0
Λβωdβ,i “ 2
ÿ
ωPIr
Λα,ω;
pF ppsq “ ÿ
ω,βPIr
8ÿ
i“0
Λβωsβ,i “ 2
ÿ
ωPIr
Λα,ω;
pF ppkq “ ÿ
ω,βPIr
8ÿ
i“0
Λβωkβ,i “ ´
ÿ
ωPIr,β„α
CαβΛβω “ ´δ ` 2
ÿ
ωPIr
Λαω,
where we used CΛ “ δI in the last equality. 
Our next technical lemma involves the relation pLppdq and pLppsq:
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Lemma 5.2. For all α P Ir and m P N, we havepLppdq “ pLppsq ´ 2Λαα.
Proof. The statement follows immediately from the following equalities:
pLppdq “ ÿ
β,ωPIr ,i,jPZ`
Λβω
tβ
minptβj, tωiqdβ,idω,j
“ Λααrminpm´ 1, m´ 1q ` 2minpm´ 1, m` 1q `minpm` 1, m` 1qs
“ p4m´ 2qΛαα;pLppsq “ ÿ
β,ωPIr ,i,jPZ`
Λβω
tβ
minptβj, tωiqsβ,isω,j “ 2
2Λααminpm,mq “ 4mΛαα.

Our final technical lemma involves relating pLppsq and pLppkq ` 2σα,m:
Lemma 5.3. For all α P Ir and m P N, we havepLppkq ` 2σα,m “ pLppsq ´ 2mδ.
Proof. By the proof of Lemma 5.2, it suffices to show that pLppkq “ ´2mpδ´2Λααq. The proof
of Lemma 5.3 now proceeds in cases:
Case 1: Either α ‰ γ1 or α “ γ1 and t0  m. In this case, we havepLppkq ` 2σα,m “ ÿ
β,ωPIr ,i,jPZ`
Λβω
tβ
minptβj, tωiqkβ,ikω,j
“
ÿ
β,ω„α
Λβω
tβtα
minptβtωm, tβtωmqCαβCαω
“ m
ÿ
β,ω„α
CαβΛβωCωα
“ m
ÿ
ω„α
pδδαω ´ 2ΛαωqCωα
“ ´2mpδ ´ 2Λααq.
Case 2: g is of type BCF , α “ γ1 and m “ 2n` 1. In this case, we have
pLppkq “ ÿ
β,ωPIr ,i,jPZ`
Λβω
tβ
minptβj, tωiqkβ,ikω,j
“
ÿ
β,ω„γ1,β,ω‰γ
Λβωminp2n` 1, 2n` 1q
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`
ÿ
β„γ1,β‰γ
Λβγrminp2n, 2n` 1q `minp2n` 2, 2n` 1qs
` Λγγrminpn, nq ` 2minpn, n ` 1q `minpn` 1, n` 1qs
“ p2n` 1q
ÿ
β,ω„γ1,β,ω‰γ
Λβω ` p4n` 1q
ÿ
β„γ1
Λβγ ,
from which we deduce that
pLppkq ` 2σα,m “ m
˜ ÿ
β,ω„γ1,β,ω‰γ
Λβω ` 2
ÿ
β„γ1
Λβγ
¸
.
Next, we have ÿ
β,ω„γ1,β,ω‰γ
Λβω “
ÿ
β,ω„γ1,β,ω‰γ
Cγ1βΛβωCωγ1
“
ÿ
β„γ1,β‰γ
Cγ1βpδδβγ1 ´ ΛβγCγ,γ1 ´ Λβ,γ1Cγ1γ1q
“
ÿ
β„γ1,β‰γ
Cγ1βpΛβ,γ ´ 2Λβγ1q
“
ÿ
β„γ1,β‰γ
Cγ1βΛβγ ´ 2
ÿ
β„γ1,β‰γ
Cγ1,βΛβγ1
“
ÿ
β„γ1,β‰γ
Cγ1βΛβγ ´ 2pδδγ1γ1 ´ Cγ1γΛγγ1 ´ Cγ1γ1Λγ1γ1q
“
ÿ
β„γ1,β‰γ
Cγ1βΛβγ ´ 2pδ ` Λγ1γ ´ 2Λγ1γ1q.
This implies thatÿ
β,ω„γ1,β,ω‰γ
Λβω ` 2
ÿ
β„γ1
Λβγ “
ÿ
β,ω„γ1,β,ω‰γ
Λβω ´ 2
ÿ
β„γ1,β‰γ
Cγ1βΛβγ ` 2Λγγ
“ ´
ÿ
β„γ1,β‰γ
Cγ1βΛβγ ´ 2pδ ` Λγ1,γ ´ 2Λγ1γ1q ` 2Λγγ
“ ´
ÿ
βPIr
Cγ1βΛβγ ´ 2pδ ´ 2Λγ1γ1q
“ δγ1γ ´ 2pδ ´ 2Λγ1γ1q
“ ´2pδ ´ 2Λααq,
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from which we deduce that
pLppkq ` 2σα,m “ m
˜ ÿ
β,ω„γ1,β,ω‰γ
Λβω ` 2
ÿ
β„γ1
Λβγ
¸
“ ´2mpδ ´ 2Λααq.
Case 3: g is of type G, α “ γ1 and m “ 3n ` p with p “ 1 or 2. In this case, we have
Λγ,γ “ Λγ1,γ1 “ 2 and p
2 ` 2 “ 3p, so we havepLppkq ` 2σα,m
“
ÿ
β,ωPIr,i,jPZ`
Λβω
tβ
minptβj, tωiqkβ,ikω,j ` 4
“ Λγγrp3´ pq
2minpn, nq ` 2pp3´ pqminpn, n` 1q ` p2minpn ` 1, n` 1qs ` 4
“ 2rnp3´ pqp3` pq ` p2pn` 1q ` 2s
“ 2p9n` p2 ` 2q
“ 6m
“ ´2mpδ ´ 2Λααq.

We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.3.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. By Lemmas 5.1-5.3, we have
2 pF ppdq ` pLppdq ` 2Λαα “ 2 pF ppsq ` pLppsq “ 2 pF ppkq ` pLppkq ` 2σα,m ` 2δ ` 2mδ,
so equation (5.14) reduces to
M
λ,pdpq´1q “Mλ,pspq´1q ´ q´mMλ,pkpq´1q,
or equivalently,
(5.15) M
λ,pdpqq “Mλ,pspqq ´ q´mMλ,pkpqq.
As equation (5.15) holds for all dominant weights λ, and Mλ,pnpqq is the graded multiplicity
of the irreducible component V pλq in F˚pn , we have
chq F
˚pd “ chq F˚ps ´ qm chq F˚pk .
Theorem 1.3 now follows from the above equation, along with the definitions of pd, ps andpk. 
Remark. In a related work, Chari and Venkatesh [5, Theorem 4] showed that when m is
a multiple of tα, there exists a short exact sequence of fusion product of KR-modules that
extends the Q-system relations (1.1):
0 ÝÑ τmK
‹
α,m ÝÑ KRα,m ‹KRα,m ÝÑ KRα,m`1 ‹KRα,m´1 ÝÑ 0,
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where τk is the grading shift operator on the set of graded grts-modules by k. By applying
the character map to the above exact sequence, we see that the identity of graded characters
of the fusion product of KR-modules is the same as that as the identity stated in Theorem
1.3 in the aforementioned case. This implies the short exact sequences of fusion products of
KR-modules obtained in [5] are consistent with our quantum Q-system relations.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we have proved the combinatorial identity Mλ,npq
´1q “ Nλ,npq
´1q 1.2 for all
non-simply laced simple Lie algebras g, which together with [9, Theorem 5.1], shows that the
identity holds for all simple Lie algebras g. This was done by defining appropriate quantum
generating functions that satisfy some factorization properties, and writing the q-graded sum
Nλ,npq
´1q as the constant term evaluation of these generating functions, which would then
allow us to prove the desired identity. As an application, we obtained an identity of graded
characters of the fusion product of KR-modules over the current algebra grts, and showed
that the short exact sequences of fusion products of KR-modules over grts obtained by Chari
and Venkatesh in [5] are consistent with our quantum Q-system relations.
Here, we would like to remark that there is a generalization of the conjecture of the q-
graded fermionic sums, conjectured by Hatayama et al. in the sequel [12], to the twisted
case as well. In the same paper, Hatayama et al. gave a combinatorial definition of the KR-
modules for the twisted quantum affine algebras, and showed that if the restricted characters
of these KR-modules over the twisted quantum affine algebras satisfy the twisted Q-system
relations (which first appeared in [22]), along with some other asymptotic conditions, then
the multiplicities arising in the tensor product of KR-modules over the twisted quantum
affine algebras could expressed in terms of an extended fermionic sum M˜λ,np1q [12, 4.20]
(here, M˜λ,npq
´1q plays the role of Nλ,npq
´1q in the twisted case).
Subsequently, Hernandez [15] showed that the restricted characters of these KR-modules
over the twisted quantum affine algebras do satisfy the twisted Q-system relations, while
Okado et al. [26] established a bijection between rigged configurations and crystal paths in
the non-exceptional cases. These two results (along with earlier results by Hernandez [14])
together shows that conjectural identity [12, Conjecture 4.3] of the q-graded fermionic sums
Mλ,npq
´1q “ M˜λ,npq
´1q holds at q “ 1 in the non-exceptional cases.
In another development, Williams [27] extended the results of [7], and showed that the
twisted Q-system relations of type ‰ A
p2q
2n could be interpreted as cluster algebra mutations
as well. Similar to the untwisted case, these cluster algebras admit natural deformations as
well, so we could obtain the quantum twisted Q-system relations of type ‰ A
p2q
2n . Using these
quantum twisted Q-system relations and the methods developed in [9] and in this paper,
we believe that the conjectural identity of q-fermionic sums Mλ,npq
´1q “ M˜λ,npq
´1q holds in
all twisted cases of type ‰ A
p2q
2n , and we will address this conjectural identity Mλ,npq
´1q “
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M˜λ,npq
´1q in these cases in a future publication [23]. We will also address the A
p2q
2n case as
well in a separate future publication [24].
Appendix A. Proof of Lemma 4.4
As before in the proof of Lemma 4.3, we would first need to compute pYα,p explicitly for all
α P Π‚ and 1 ď p ď t0 ´ 1. Firstly, we observe that in the case where α ‰ γ
1, it follows from
Lemma 3.6 that we have
(A.1) pYα,p “ ź
βPIr
pQ´Cαββ,k .
Our next goal is to compute pYγ1,p explicitly for all 1 ď p ď t0 ´ 1. To this end, we need
to consider cases. Firstly, when g is of type BCF , we have t0 “ 2, in which case the only
integral value of p for which 1 ď p ď t0 ´ 1 is p “ 1. By observing from Lemma 3.6 that we
have
C
¨˝ pQ´2α,1, :ź
β„α
|Cαβ |´1ź
i“0
pQβ,ttβp1`iq{tαu:‚˛“ 0,
it follows that we have
(A.2) pYγ1,1 “ q Λγγ2δ pQγ,0 pQγ,1 ź
βPΠ‚
pQ´Cαββ,1 .
Next, when g is of type G, we have t0 “ 3, in which case the only integral values of k for
which 1 ď p ď t0 ´ 1 is p “ 1, 2. For both values of p, it is easy to check that we have
(A.3) pY2,p “ q2 pQ3´p1,0 pQp1,1 pQ´22,k.
A.1. Proof of Lemma 4.4 in the case where g is of type BCF . Firstly, it follows from
equations (4.7), (4.8) and (4.11) that we have
q‚
0
´ 2q‚
1
` q‚
2
“ C‚m‚
1
´ n‚
1
,(A.4)
q˝0 ´ q
˝,p1q
0 “ ´De1.(A.5)
Next, by equations (4.27) and (4.29), we have
Qkpm,nq ´Q
p1q
k pm,nq(A.6)
“
1
2δ
p2q‚
1
¨ Λ‚pq‚
1
´ q‚
2
q ` 2q˝
0
¨Ap2q‚
1
´ q‚
2
q ´ U1 ` 2pΛ
˝q˝
0
` Aq‚
0
q ¨De1q .
By letting c1 “ 2pΛ
˝q˝
0
` Aq‚
0
q ¨ De1, c2 “ 2q
‚
1
¨ Λ‚p2q‚
1
´ q‚
2
q ` 2q˝
0
¨ Ap2q‚
1
´ q‚
2
q, c3 “
´2q‚1 ¨Λ
‚q‚1 `
ř
αPΠ‚
Λααqα,1pqα,1 ` 1q and c4 “ ´U1, it follows that from (A.6) that we have
(A.7)
1
2δ
pc1 ` c2 ` c3 ` c4q “ Qkpm,nq ´Q
p1q
k pm,nq `
1
2δ
ÿ
αPΠ‚
Λααqα,1pqα,1 ` 1q.
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We first use Lemma 3.6, along with equations (A.2) and (A.7), to rearrange the terms in-
volving the pQα,i’s in the quantum generating function Zpkqλ,nppY~s0q as follows:pQ´q‚0‚,1 pQ´q˝0˝,1 pQq‚1‚,0 pQq˝1`De1˝,0 “ q´ 12δ c1 pQDe1˝,0 pQ´q‚0‚,1 pQ´q˝0˝,1 pQq‚1‚,0 pQq˝1˝,0,(A.8) pQ´q‚0‚,1 “ pq Λγγ2δ pQγ,0 pQγ,1q´mγ1,1 pY m‚1‚,1 pQn‚1´2q‚1`q‚2‚,1 ,(A.9) pQ´2q‚1`q‚2‚,1 pQ´q˝0˝,1 pQq‚1‚,0 “ q´ 12δ c2 pQ´q˝0˝,1 pQq‚1‚,0 pQ´2q‚1`q‚2‚,1 ,(A.10) pQq‚1‚,0 pQ´2q‚1‚,1 “ q 1δ pq‚1¨Λ‚q‚1´řαPΠ‚ Λααq2α,1q sź
i“1
pQqαi,1αi,0 pQ´2qαi,1αi,1
“ q´
1
2δ
c3
sź
i“1
pZqαi,1αi,0 pQ´qαi,1αi,1 .(A.11)
As we have pDe1qα “ δαγmγ1,1, we deduce from Lemmas 3.6, 3.7(8) and 4.5 that we have
pQDe1˝,0 pq Λγγ2δ pQγ,0 pQγ,1q´mγ1,1 pY m‚1‚,1 pQn‚1‚,1 pQ´q˝0˝,1(A.12)
“ q
´ 1
2δ
pc4´Λγγm2γ1,1q pQDe1˝,0 pQDe1˝,1 pq Λγ,γ2δ pQγ,0 pQγ,1q´mγ1,1 pY m‚1‚,1 pQn‚1‚,1 pQ´q˝,p1q0˝,1
“ q´
1
2δ
c4 pY m‚1‚,1 pQn‚1‚,1 pQ´q˝,p1q0˝,1
“ q´
1
2δ
c4 pQn‚1‚,1 pQ´q˝,p1q0˝,1 pY m‚1‚,1 .
Finally, we use Lemma 3.7(6) to deduce that
(A.13) pY m‚1‚,1 sź
i“1
´ pZqαi,1αi,0 pQ´qαi,1αi,1 ¯ “ sź
i“1
´pY mαi,1αi,1 pZqαi,1αi,0 pQ´qαi,1αi,1 ¯ .
By combining equations (A.7)-(A.13), it follows from the definition of Z
pkq
λ,np
pY~s0q that we have
Z
pkq
λ,np
pY~s0q “ ÿ
mp0,1qě0
»–qQp1qk pm,nq´ 12δ řαPΠ‚ Λααqα,1pqα,1`1q ź
pα,iqPJ
p0,1q
g
„
mα,i ` qα,i
mα,i

q
pQn‚1‚,1 pQ´q˝,p1q0˝,1
(A.14)
ˆ
¨˝
sź
i“1
ÿ
mαi,1ě0
„
mαi,1 ` qαi,1
mαi,1

q
pY mαi,1αi,1 pZqαi,1αi,0 pQ´qαi,1αi,1 ‚˛ pQq‚2‚,1 pQq˝1˝,0
fifl .
As Q
p1q
k pm,nq´
1
2δ
ř
αPΠ‚
Λααqα,1pqα,1`1q is independent of mαi,1 for all i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , s, we may
sum over each mαi,1 for all i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , s, and apply Lemma 4.7 and Corollary 4.8 to write the
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RHS of (A.14) as
(A.15)ÿ
mp0,1qě0
qQ
p1q
k pm,nq
ź
pα,iqPJ
p0,1q
g
„
mα,i ` qα,i
mα,i

q
pQn‚1‚,1 pQ´q˝,p1q0˝,1
˜
sź
i“1
pZ´1αi,0 pZαi,1 pQ´qαi,1αi,2
¸ pQq‚2‚,1 pQq˝1˝,0.
Finally, we rewrite expression (A.15) using Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7(1), (3) and (5) to deduce
that Z
pkq
λ,np
pY~s0q is equal to
q´
1
δ
ř
α,βPΠ‚
Λαβnα,1 pZ´1‚,0 pQn‚1‚,1 pZ‚,1 ÿ
mp0,1q
qQ
p1q
k pm,nq
ź
pα,iqPJ
p0,1q
g
„
mα,i ` qα,i
mα,i

q
pQ´q‚1‚,2 pQ´q˝,p1q0˝,1 pQq‚2‚,1 pQq˝1˝,0.
Lemma 4.4 for the case where g is of type BCF now follows from the definition of Z
pk,1q
λ,n p
pY~s0,1q.
A.2. Proof of Lemma 4.4 in the case where g is of type G. In this case, we have
t0 “ 3. We will first handle the case when p “ 1. Firstly, it follows from equations (4.7),
(4.8) and (4.11) that we have
q1,0 ´ q
p1q
1,0 “ ´m2,1, and(A.16)
q2,j´1 ´ 2q2,j ` q2,j`1 “ 2m2,j ´ n2,j , j “ 1, 2.(A.17)
This implies that q1,0pq2,1 ´ 2q2,2 ` q2,3q “ pq
p1q
1,0 ´m2,1qp2m2,2 ´ n2,2q, from which we deduce
that
(A.18) q1,0q2,3 “ ´q1,0q2,1 ` 2q1,0q2,2 ` 2q
p1q
1,0m2,2 ´ q
p1q
1,0n2,2 ´ 2m2,1m2,2 `m2,1n2,2.
Our next step is to compute U1 explicitly. To this end, we observe that e1 “ ´2m2,1 ´m2,2,
e2 “ m2,1´m2,2, e3 “ m2,1` 2m2,2, f1 “ n2,1`n2,2, f2 “ n2,2 and f3 “ 0, t0D
tΛ˝D “ 2. This
implies that
U1 “
2
3
rp´2m2,1 ´m2,2q
2 ` pm2,1 ´m2,2q
2 ` pm2,1 ` 2m2,2q
2s
` 2rp´2m2,1 ´m2,2qpn2,1 ` n2,2q ` pm2,1 ´m2,2qn2,2s
“ 2p2m2
2,1 ` 2m2,1m2,2 ` 2m
2
2,2 ´ 2m2,1n2,1 ´m2,1n2,2 ´m2,2n2,1 ´ 2m2,2n2,2q.(A.19)
Using the fact that De1 “ 2m2,1 `m2,2, it follows from combining equations (4.27), (4.31),
(A.18) and (A.19) that we have
Qkpm,nq ´Q
p1q
k pm,nq “ 2q2,1pq2,1 ´ q2,2q ` 2q1,0p2q2,1 ´ q2,2q `
2ÿ
j,α“1
p3´ αqp3´ jqm2,jqα,0
(A.20)
` 2m2,1pm2,1 ´ n2,1q `m2,2pn2,1 ´ 2q
p1q
1,0 ´ 2q2,1 ` q2,2q ´ q
p1q
1,0q2,1.
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By letting c1 “
ř
2
j,α“1p3 ´ αqp3 ´ jqm2,jqα,0, c2 “ 2q2,1pq2,1 ´ q2,2q ` 2q1,0p2q2,1 ´ q2,2q `
q2,1pq2,1 ` 1q, c3 “ 2m2,1pm2,1 ´ n2,1q, c4 “ m2,2pn2,1 ´ 2q
p1q
1,0 ´ 2q2,1 ` q2,2q and c5 “ ´q
p1q
1,0q2,1,
it follows that from equation (A.20) that we have
(A.21) c1 ` c2 ` c3 ` c4 ` c5 “ Qkpm,nq ´Q
p1q
k pm,nq ` q2,1pq2,1 ` 1q.
We first use Lemmas 3.6 and 4.5, along with equations (A.3) and (A.17) to rearrange the
terms involving the pQα,i’s in the quantum generating function Zpkqλ,nppY~s0q as follows:pQ´q2,0
2,1
pQ´q1,0
1,1
pQq2,1
2,0
pQ2m2,1`m2,2
1,0 “ q
´c1 pQ2m2,1`m2,2
1,0
pQ´q2,0
2,1
pQ´q1,0
1,1
pQq2,1
2,0 ,(A.22) pQ´q2,02,1 “ pq2 pQ21,0 pQ1,1q´m2,1 pY m2,12,1 pQn2,1´2q2,1`q2,22,1 ,(A.23) pQ´2q2,1`q2,2
2,1
pQ´q1,0
1,1
pQq2,1
2,0
pQ´2q2,1
2,1 “ q
2pq1,0`q2,1qp´2q2,1`q2,2q pQ´q1,0
1,1
pQq2,1
2,0
pQ´2q2,1`q2,2
2,1
“ q´c2 pQ´q1,01,1 pZq2,12,0 pQ´q2,12,1 pQq2,22,1 ,(A.24)
Next, we deduce from Lemmas 4.5, 3.6 and 3.7(8), along with equation (A.16), that we havepQ2m2,11,0 pq2 pQ21,0 pQ1,1q´m2,1 pY m2,12,1 pQn2,12,1 pQ´q1,01,1(A.25)
“ q´c3`2m
2
2,1 pQ2m2,1
1,0
pQm2,1
1,1 pq
2 pQ2
1,0
pQ1,1q´m2,1 pY m2,12,1 pQn2,12,1 pQ´qp1q1,01,1
“ q´c3 pY m2,12,1 pQn2,12,1 pQ´qp1q1,01,1
“ q´c3 pQn2,12,1 pQ´qp1q1,01,1 pY m2,12,1 .
Finally, it follows from Lemmas 3.6 and Lemma 3.7(8) that we have
pQm2,2
1,0
pQn2,1
2,1
pQ´qp1q1,0
1,1
pY m2,1
2,1
pZq2,1
2,0
pQ´q2,1`q2,2
2,1 “ q
´c4 pQn2,1
2,1
pQ´qp1q1,0
1,1
pY m2,1
2,1
pZq2,1
2,0
pQ´q2,1`q2,2
2,1
pQm2,2
1,0 ,(A.26) pQ´qp1q1,0
1,1 ,
pY m2,1
2,1
pZq2,1
2,0
pQ´q2,1
2,1 “ q
´c5 pY m2,1
2,1
pZq2,1
2,0
pQ´q2,1
2,1
pQ´qp1q1,0
1,1 .(A.27)
By combining equations (A.21)-(A.27), it follows from the definition of Z
pkq
λ,np
pY~s0q that we
have
Z
pkq
λ,np
pY~s0q “ ÿ
mp0,1qě0
»–qQp1qk pm,nq´q2,1pq2,1`1q ź
pα,iqPJ
p0,1q
g
„
mα,i ` qα,i
mα,i

q
pQn2,1
2,1
(A.28)
ˆ
˜ ÿ
m2,1ě0
„
m2,1 ` q2,1
m2,1

q
pY m2,1
2,1
pZq2,1
2,0
pQ´q2,1
2,1
¸ pQ´qp1q1,0
1,1
pQq2,2
2,1
pQq1,1`m2,2
1,0
ff
.
As Q
p1q
k pm,nq´q2,1pq2,1`1q is independent of m2,1, we may sum over m2,1, and apply Lemma
4.7 and Corollary 4.8 to write the RHS of (A.28) as
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pQn2,1
2,1
pZ´1
2,0
pZ2,1 ÿ
mp0,1qě0
qQ
p1q
k pm,nq
ź
pα,iqPJ
p0,1q
g
„
mα,i ` qα,i
mα,i

q
pQ´q2,1
2,2
pQ´qp1q1,0
1,1
pQq2,2
2,1
pQq1,1`m2,2
1,0 .
Lemma 4.4 for the case p “ 1 now follows from the definition of Z
pk,1q
λ,n p
pY~s0,1q, with the
remaining factor of q´Λ22n2,1 obtained by commuting pZ´12,0 to the left of pQn2,12,1 using Lemma
3.6.
Finally, we will deal with the case p “ 2. Bearing in mind that we have q2,1 ` n2,2 “
2q2,2 ´ q2,3 ` 2m2,2, it follows from equations (4.27) and (4.29) that we have
Q
p1q
k pm,nq ´Q
p2q
k pm,nq “ 2q2,2pq2,2 ´ q2,3q ` q
p1q
1,0p2q2,2 ´ q2,3q(A.29)
`m2,2p2q2,1 ´ q2,2 ` 2q
p1q
1,0 ´ 2m2,2 ` 2n2,2q.
By letting c6 “ m2,2p2q2,1´ q2,2` 2q
p1q
1,0q, c7 “ 2q2,2pq2,2´ q2,3q` q
p1q
1,0p2q2,2´ q2,3q` q2,2pq2,2` 1q
and c8 “ ´2m2,2pm2,2 ´ n2,2q, it follows from equation (A.29) that we have
(A.30) c6 ` c7 ` c8 “ Q
p1q
k pm,nq ´Q
p2q
k pm,nq ` q2,2pq2,2 ` 1q.
We first use Lemmas 3.6 and 4.5, along with equations (A.3) and (A.17) to rearrange the
terms involving the pQα,i’s in the quantum generating function Zpk,1qλ,n ppY~s0,1q as follows:
pQ´q2,1
2,2
pQ´qp1q1,0
1,1
pQq2,2
2,1
pQm2,2
1,0 “ q
´c6 pQm2,2
1,0
pQ´q2,1
2,2
pQ´qp1q1,0
1,1
pQq2,2
2,1 ,(A.31) pQ´q2,12,2 “ pq2 pQ1,0 pQ21,1q´m2,2 pY m2,22,2 pQn2,2´2q2,2`q2,32,2 ,(A.32) pQ´2q2,2`q2,32,2 pQ´qp1q1,01,1 pQq2,22,1 “ qpqp1q1,0`2q2,2qp´2q2,2`q2,3q pQ´qp1q1,01,1 pQq2,22,1 pQ´2q2,2`q2,32,2
“ q´c7 pQ´qp1q1,0
1,1
pZq2,2
2,1
pQ´q2,2
2,2
pQq2,3
2,2 .(A.33)
Bearing in mind that q
p1q
1,0 ´ q
p2q
1,0 “ ´2m2,2, we apply Lemmas 4.5, 3.6 and 3.7(8) to deduce
that
pQm2,2
1,0 pq
2 pQ1,0 pQ21,1q´m2,2 pY m2,22,2 pQn2,22,2 pQ´qp1q1,01,1(A.34)
“ q´c8`2m
2
2,2 pQm2,2
1,0
pQ2m2,2
1,1 pq
2 pQ1,0 pQ21,1q´m2,2 pY m2,22,2 pQn2,22,2 pQ´qp2q1,01,1
“ q´c8 pY m2,22,2 pQn2,22,2 pQ´qp2q1,01,1
“ q´c8 pQn2,22,2 pQ´qp2q1,01,1 pY m2,22,2 .
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By combining equations (A.30)-(A.34), it follows from the definition of Z
pk,1q
λ,n p
pY~s0,1q that we
have
Z
pk,1q
λ,n p
pY~s0,1q “ ÿ
mp0,2qě0
»–qQp2qk pm,nq´q2,2pq2,2`1q ź
pα,iqPJ
p0,2q
g
„
mα,i ` qα,i
mα,i

q
pQn2,2
2,2
pQ´qp2q1,0
1,1(A.35)
ˆ
˜ ÿ
m2,2ě0
„
m2,2 ` q2,2
m2,2

q
pY m2,2
2,2
pZq2,2
2,1
pQ´q2,2
2,2
¸ pQq2,3
2,2
pQq1,1
1,0
ff
.
As Q
p2q
k pm,nq´q2,2pq2,2`1q is independent of m2,2, we may sum over m2,2, and apply Lemma
4.7 and Corollary 4.8 to rewrite the RHS of equation (A.35) as
(A.36)
ÿ
mp0,2qě0
qQ
p2q
k pm,nq
ź
pα,iqPJ
p0,2q
g
„
mα,i ` qα,i
mα,i

q
pQn2,22,2 pQ´qp2q1,01,1 pZ´12,1 pZ2,2 pQ´q2,22,3 pQq2,32,2 pQq1,11,0 .
Finally, we rewrite expression (A.36) using Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7(1), (3) and (5) to deduce
that Z
pk,1q
λ,n p
pY~s0,1q is equal to
q´2n2,2 pZ´12,1 pQn2,22,2 pZ2,2 ÿ
mp0,2q
qQ
p2q
k pm,nq
ź
pα,iqPJ
p0,2q
g
„
mα,i ` qα,i
mα,i

q
pQ´q2,22,3 pQ´qp2q1,01,1 pQq2,32,2 pQq1,11,0 .
Lemma 4.4 for the case p “ 2 now follows from the previous case p “ 1, as well as the
definition of Z
pk,2q
λ,n p
pY~s0,2q.
Appendix B. Proof of Lemma 4.9
For convenience, let us set p “ t0 ´ 1. Firstly, we observe from equations (4.8) and (4.11)
that we have
q‚p ´ 2q
‚
t0
` q‚t0`1 “ C
‚m‚t0 ´ n
‚
t0
`Dtm˝
1
,(B.1)
q
ppq,˝
0 ´ 2q
˝
1 ` q
˝
2 “ C
˝m˝1 ´ n
˝
1 ` t0Dm
‚
t0
´Det0`1.(B.2)
Next, we deduce from equations (4.27) and (4.29) that we have
Q
ppq
k pm,nq ´Qk´1pm
p1,0q,np1qq(B.3)
“
1
δ
“
q˝1 ¨ Λ
˝pq˝1 ´ q
˝
2q ` q
‚
t0
¨ Λ‚pq‚t0 ´ q
‚
t0`1q ` p2q
˝
1 ´ q
˝
2q ¨Aq
‚
t0
´t0q
˝
1
¨Aq‚t0`1 ´ pΛ
˝q˝
1
` Aq‚t0q ¨Det0`1
‰
.
Let c1 “ ´pΛ
˝q˝1`Aq
‚
t0
q ¨Det0`1, c2 “ ´pq
˝
1 ¨Λ
˝q˝2` q
‚
t0
¨Λ‚q‚t0`1` q
˝
2 ¨Aq
‚
t0
` t0q
˝
1 ¨Aq
‚
t0`1q
and c3 “ q
˝
1 ¨Λ
˝q˝1`q
‚
t0
¨Λ‚q‚t0 ` 2q
˝
1 ¨Aq
‚
t0
` 1
2
ř
αPIr
Λααqα,tαpqα,tα ` 1q. Then it follows from
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equation (B.3) that we have
(B.4)
1
δ
pc1 ` c2 ` c3q “ Q
ppq
k pm,nq ´Qk´1pm
p1,0q,np1qq `
1
2δ
ÿ
αPIr
Λααqα,tαpqα,tα ` 1q.
We first use Lemma 3.6, along with equations (4.35), (B.1) and (B.2) to rearrange the terms
involving the pQα,i’s in the quantum generating function Zpk,pqλ,n ppY~s0,pq as follows:pQ´q‚p‚,t0 pQ´q˝,ppq0˝,1 “ pQn‚t0‚,1 pQn˝1˝,1pY m‚t0‚,t0 pY m˝1˝,1 pQ´2q‚t0‚,t0 pQ´2q˝1˝,1 pQq‚t0`1‚,t0 pQq˝2`Det0`1˝,1 ,(B.5) pQDet0`1˝,1 pQq‚t0‚,p pQq˝1˝,0 “ q´ 1δ c1 pQq‚t0‚,p pQq˝1˝,0 pQDet0`1˝,1 ,(B.6) pQq‚t0`1‚,t0 pQq˝2˝,1 pQq‚t0‚,p pQq˝1˝,0 “ q´ 1δ c2 pQq‚t0‚,p pQq˝1˝,0 pQq‚t0`1‚,t0 pQq˝2˝,1,(B.7)
and pQ´2q‚t0‚,t0 pQ´2q˝1˝,1 pQq‚t0‚,p pQq˝1˝,0
“ q´
1
δ
p2q˝
1
¨Λ˝q˝
1
`2q‚t0
¨Λ‚q‚t0
`2q˝
1
¨Aq‚t0
q pQq‚t0‚,p pQ´2q‚t0‚,t0 pQq˝1˝,0 pQ´2q˝1˝,1
“ q´
1
δ pc3`
1
2
ř
αPIr
Λααqα,tαpqα,tα´1qq
sź
i“1
´ pQqαi,t0αi,p pQ´2qαi,t0αi,t0 ¯ dź
j“1
´ pQqβj,1βj ,0 pQ´2qβj,1βj ,1 ¯
“ q´
1
δ
c3
sź
i“1
´ pZqαi,t0αi,p pQ´qαi,t0αi,t0 ¯ dź
j“1
´ pZqβj,1βj ,0 pQ´qβj,1βj ,1 ¯ .(B.8)
Finally, we use Lemma 3.7(6) and (7) to deduce that
pY m‚t0‚,t0 pY m˝1˝,1 sź
i“1
´ pZqαi,t0αi,p pQ´qαi,t0αi,t0 ¯ dź
j“1
´ pZqβj,1βj ,0 pQ´qβj,1βj ,1 ¯
“
sź
i“1
´pY mαi,t0αi,t0 pZqαi,t0αi,p pQ´qαi,t0αi,t0 ¯ dź
j“1
´pY mβj ,1βj ,1 pZqβj,1βj,0 pQ´qβj,1βj ,1 ¯ .(B.9)
We now combine equations (B.4)-(B.9) to deduce that
Z
pk,pq
λ,n p
pY~s0,pq “ pQn‚t0‚,1 pQn˝1˝,1 ÿ
mp1,0q
»–qQk´1pmp1,0q,np1qq´ 12δ řαPIr Λααqα,tαpqα,tα`1q ź
pα,iqPJ
p1,0q
g
„
mα,i ` qα,i
mα,i

q
(B.10)
ˆ
¨˝
sź
i“1
ÿ
mαi,t0ě0
„
mαi,t0 ` qαi,t0
mαi,t0

q
pY mαi,t0αi,t0 pZqαi,t0αi,p pQ´qαi,t0αi,t0 ‚˛
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ˆ
¨˝
dź
j“1
ÿ
mβj ,1ě0
„
mβj ,1 ` qβj ,1
mβj ,1

q
pY mβj,1βj ,1 pZqβj,1βj ,0 pQ´qβj,1βj ,1 ‚˛ pQq‚t0`1‚,t0 pQq˝2`Det0`1˝,1
fifl .
As Qk´1pm
p1,0q,np1qq ´ 1
2δ
ř
αPIr
Λααqα,tαpqα,tα ` 1q is independent of mβj ,1 and mαi,t0 for all
i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , s and j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , d, we may sum over each mβj ,1 and mαi,t0 for all i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , s and
j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , d, and apply Lemma 4.7 and Corollary 4.8 to write the RHS of equation (B.10)
as
pQn‚t0‚,1 pQn˝1˝,1 ÿ
mp1,0q
»–qQk´1pmp1,0q,np1qq ź
pα,iqPJ
p1,0q
g
„
mα,i ` qα,i
mα,i

q
˜
sź
i“1
pZ´1αi,p pZαi,t0 pQ´qαi,t0αi,t0`1
¸
(B.11)
ˆ
˜
dź
j“1
pZ´1βj,0 pZβj ,1 pQ´qβj,1βj ,2
¸ pQq‚t0`1‚,t0 pQq˝2`Det0`1˝,1
ff
.
Finally, we rewrite expression (B.11) using Lemma 3.7(1), (2), (3) and (4) to get
Z
pk,pq
λ,n p
pY~s0,pq “ pQn‚t0‚,1 pQn˝1˝,1 pZ´1‚,p pZ´1˝,0 pZ˝,1 pZ‚,t0Zpk´1qλ,np1qppY~s1q.
Lemma 4.9 now follows from Lemma 4.4, along with a similar argument at the end of the
proof of Lemma 4.3.
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